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 „meadow“ and „ocean“ Seats
Inner construction is made of quality wood and foam, which warrants the stability. 

Seats are upholstered with microfibre fabric. Seat height: 30 cm, seat depth: 35 cm.

KL04615 
Meadow armchair 
Measurements: 60 x 56 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04605 
Ocean armchair 
Measurements: 60 x 56 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04611 
Meadow sofa, small 
Measurements: 100 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04601 
Ocean sofa, small 
Measurements: 100 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04613 
Meadow sofa, large 
Measurements: 140 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04603 
Ocean sofa, large 
Measurements: 140 x 57 x 51 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04612 
Meadow taboret 
Measurements: 40 x 30 x 40 cm 
(LxHxW).

KL04602 
Ocean taboret 
Measurements: 40 x 30 x 40 cm 
(LxHxW).
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Seats - Butterfly 2
KL42000 - Taboret Butterfly 2 
KL42001 - Single Butterfly 2 
KL42002 - Double Butterfly 2 
KL42003 - Sofa Butterfly 2 

Seats - Hedgehog with fruits
KL43000 - Taboret Hedgehog with fruits 
KL43001 - Single Hedgehog with fruits 
KL43002 - Double Hedgehog with fruits 
KL43003 - Sofa Hedgehog with fruits 

„butterfly“ and „hedgehog with fruits“ Seats
Inner construction is made of quality wood, which warrants the stability. 

Seats are upholstered with microfibre fabric.
Measurements: height 58 cm, width 48 cm, seat height je 30,5 cm, seat depth 40 cm.

Seats - Butterfly 1
KL41000 - Taboret Butterfly 1 
KL41001 - Single Butterfly 1 
KL41002 - Double Butterfly 1 
KL41003 - Sofa Butterfly 1 
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Sofas „COMBI“
Massive sofas in various colours and shapes (4 colours, 9 shapes),

which can be combined. They are suitable also for older children at elementary schools.
They can be combined together, you can make various sets.
Strong inner construction is made of quality wood and foam. 

Sofas are upholstered with soft, flexible, 
very smooth high quality fabric (micro fibers).

benefits:
- the system of these sofas allows to assemble various 

combinations of basic shapes 
- possibility of reassembling

- possibility to purchase any of basic 
elements and extend the sitting capacity

Sofas in 4 
colours

basic shapes:

square 
seat

rectangle 
seat

half-circle 
seat

trapezoid 
seat

hexagon 
seat

triangle 
seat

corner 
seat

armchair 
for two

armchair 
for one

Graphical presentation of 
possible shape assembling:

seat height 
33 cm 

detail 
of legs 
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COMBI - Square
Dimesion: 60 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516101 - blue 
KL516102 - yellow 
KL516103 - green 
KL516104 - red 

COMBI - Triangle
Dimension: 60 x 60 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516301 - blue 
KL516302 - yellow 
KL516303 - green 
KL516304 - red 

COMBI - Rectangle
Dimension: 120 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516201 - blue 
KL516202 - yellow 
KL516203 - green 
KL516204 - red 

sofas „combi“

COMBI - Trapezoid
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516401 - blue 
KL516402 - yellow 
KL516403 - green 
KL516404 - red 

COMBI - Half-circle
Dimension: 120 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516501 - blue 
KL516502 - yellow 
KL516503 - green 
KL516504 - red 

COMBI - Armchair for one
Dimension: 60 x 57 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.
Seat depth: 38 cm.

KL564101 - blue 
KL564102 - yellow 
KL564103 - green 
KL564104 - red 

COMBI - Hexagon
Seat height: 33 cm.

KL516601 - blue 
KL516602 - yellow 
KL516603 - green 
KL516604 - red 
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sofas „combi“

COMBI - Armchair for two
Dimension: 120 x 57 x 60 cm.
Seat height: 33 cm.
Seat depth: 38 cm.

KL564201 - blue 
KL564202 - yellow 
KL564203 - green 
KL564204 - red 

COMBI - Corner seat
Seat height: 33 cm.
Seat depth: 38 cm.

KL564301 - blue 
KL564302 - yellow 
KL564303 - green 
KL564304 - red 
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Centipede
Colour taborets of various length can be used as a single seats, 

or you can arrange the centipede shaped seat. 
Individual parts can be combined according to your needs.

Coated with microfibre fabric.

KL46021 
Centipede - head
Measurements: 35 x 30 x 37 cm 
(L x H x W).

KL46020 
Centipede - tail
Measurements: 35 x 30 x 37 cm 
(L x H x W).

KL46018 
Centipede - large part
Measurements: 90 x 30 x 37 cm 
(L x H x W).

Centipede - small part
Measurements: 37 x 30 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

KL46016 - red 
KL46024 - blue 
KL46025 - green 

Centipede - corner part
Measurements: 68 x 30 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

KL46022 - orange 
KL46023 - green 

Variable colour seat sets
Colour seats are upholstered with soft and pleasant to touch fabric (Microfibre). 

Inner construction is made of wood and quality foam.
Total height: 53 cm. Total width: 50 cm.
Seat height: 31 cm. Seat depth: 34 cm.

Single
Width: 38 cm.

KL01/C  - red 
KL01/O  - orange 
KL01/F  - purple 
KL01/Z  - green 
KL01/L  - yellow 
KL01/SM  - light blue 
KL01/M  - dark blue 

Easy to assemble
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Three
Width: 94 cm.

KL03/C - red 
KL03/O - orange 
KL03/F - purple 
KL03/Z - green 
KL03/L - yellow 
KL03/SM - light blue 
KL03/M - dark blue 

Variable colour seat sets

Corner
KL04/C - red 
KL04/O - orange 
KL04/F - purple 
KL04/Z - green 
KL04/L - yellow 
KL04/SM - light blue 
KL04/M - dark blue 

Left elbow rest
It is suitable for seats Single and 
Three.
Width: 12 cm.

KL10L/C - red 
KL10L/O - orange 
KL10L/F - purple 
KL10L/Z - green 
KL10L/L - yellow 
KL10L/SM - light blue 
KL10L/M - dark blue 

Right elbow rest
It is suitable for seats Single and 
Three.
Width: 12 cm.

KL10P/C - red 
KL10P/O - orange 
KL10P/F - purple 
KL10P/Z - green 
KL10P/L - yellow 
KL10P/SM - light blue 
KL10P/M - dark blue 

Taboret
KL05/C - red 
KL05/O - orange 
KL05/F - purple 
KL05/Z - green 
KL05/L - yellow 
KL05/SM - light blue 
KL05/M - dark blue 

Pillow
Measurements: 28 x 28 cm.

KL06/C - red 
KL06/O - orange 
KL06L/F - purple 
KL06/Z - green 
KL06/L - yellow 
KL06/SM - light blue 
KL06/M - dark blue 
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   KL10L/Z   +  KL01/SM   +   KL10P/Z    =

   KL10L/Z         +           KL03/L         +          KL10P/Z     =

  KL10L/O   +   KL03/Z             +              KL03/Z    +   KL10P/O   =

   KL10L/O    +     KL03/C       +    KL04/O    +      KL03/C     +  KL10P/O         =

   KL10L/Z + KL01/L       +       KL03/Z          +         KL01/L  +  KL10P/Z =

62 cm

118 cm

212 cm

194 cm

156 cm 156 cm

326 cm

156 cm 156 cm

   KL03/SM

   KL04/C
   KL03/Z    KL03/Z

   KL03/SM

   KL04/C

KL01/M

KL10P/MKL10L/M

Easy to assemble...

You can rearrange your set by buying various parts...

Variable colour seat sets
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118 cm

KL71

132 cm

KL66

KL73

118 cm

KL72

KL68

212 cm

KL75

62 cm

KL67

KL76
194 cm

KL69

KL74

KL70

Variable colour seat sets
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156 cm 156 cm

KL78

250 cm

KL77

156 cm

100 cm

KL79

326 cm

156 cm
156 cm

KL81

118 cm

11
8 

cm

KL80

Variable colour seat sets
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massive seats
Thanks to inner wooden construction, these massive seats are 

sturdy and stabile. Foam is coated with strong fabric. 
Seats offer comfortable sitting place for children in pre-school age.

Seat height is 28 cm.

Massive Seat - Tripple
Measuremnets: 118 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40030 - red 
KL40031 - blue 

Massive Seat - Double
Measurements: 86 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40020 - red 
KL40021 - blue 

Massive Seat - Single
Measurements: 54 x 40 x 50 cm (LxWxH).

KL40010 - red 
KL40011 - blue 

Pillow
Measurements: 30 x 30 cm.

KL40100 - red 
KL40101 - blue 

Massive Outer Corner
Measurements: 78 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40050 - red 
KL40051 - blue 

Massive Taboret
Diameter 35 cm, height 28 cm.

KL40000 - red 
KL40001 - blue 

Massive Inner Corner
Measurements: 78 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40040 - red 
KL40041 - blue 
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76 cm 76 cm

Massive Sofa - Left part
Measurements: 76 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40060 - red 
KL40061 - blue 

Massive sofa - Right part
Measurements: 76 x 40 x 50 cm (L x W x H).

KL40070 - red 
KL40071 - blue 

massive seats
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seats „Nomi“ and „Adam“

Seat Height: 25 cm
Seat Depth: 35 cm

Seat Height: 25 cm
Seat Depth: 30 cm

Completely made of
 sturdy foam. 

Coated with cotton fabric.

Completely made of
 sturdy foam. 

Coated with cotton fabric.

EDF003L 
1. Taboret NOMI 
Measurements: 30 x 30 cm (HxØ).

EDF001L 
4. Sofa NOMI 
Measurements: 90 x 45 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF004L 
2. Table NOMI 
Measurements: 50 x 35 x 25 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF006L 
1. Armchair ADAM 
Measurements: 40 x 45 x 50 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF005L 
2. Sofa ADAM 80
Measurements: 80 x 45 x 50 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF007L 
3. Sofa ADAM 120
Measurements: 120 x 45 x 50 cm (LxWxH). 

EDF047L 
4. Corner sofa ADAM 
Measurements: 120 x 120 x 45 x 50 cm (LxLxWxH).         

EDF002L 
3. Armchair NOMI 
Measurements: 55 x 45 x 55 cm (LxWxH).  
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Quarter seat 
- seat height 30 cm
Seat can be used for sitting or for various 
sport activities. It is made of sturdy foam coa-
ted with artificial leather.
Measurements: 45 x 45 x 30 cm (L x W x H).

EDF401301 - yellow 
EDF401302 - orange 
EDF401303 - red 
EDF401304 - green 
EDF401305 - blue 

Taboret CIRCLE 
- seat height 30 cm
Seat can be used for sitting or for various 
sport activities. It is made of sturdy foam coa-
ted with artificial leather.
Height: 30 cm. Diameter: 38 cm.

EDF501301 - yellow 
EDF501302 - orange 
EDF501303 - red 
EDF501304 - green 
EDF501305 - blue 

Seats and taborets made of foam
- made of sturdy foam and are coated with washable artificial leather

- lightweight, which allows also small children to move them without problem
- suitable for sitting or sport activities

WAVE seat
Made of sturdy foam coated with ar-
tificial leather. Height: 30 cm.

EDF702301 - yellow 
EDF702302 - orange 
EDF702303 - red 
EDF702304 - green 
EDF702305 - blue 
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Seats and taborets made of foam

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 25 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 
25 cm.

EDF601251 - yellow 
EDF601252 - orange 
EDF601253 - red 
EDF601254 - green 
EDF601255 - blue 

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 15 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 15 cm.

EDF601151 - yellow 
EDF601152 - orange 
EDF601153 - red 
EDF601154 - green 
EDF601155 - blue 

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 30 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 
30 cm.

EDF601301 - yellow 
EDF601302 - orange 
EDF601303 - red 
EDF601304 - green 
EDF601305 - blue 

Taboret SQUARE 
- seat height 35 cm
Measurements: 39,5 x 39,5 x 
35 cm.

EDF601351 - yellow 
EDF601352 - orange 
EDF601353 - red 
EDF601354 - green 
EDF601355 - blue 

Armchair 2 - seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather. Suitable for 2 children.
Measurements: 80 x 45,5 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF201301 - yellow 
EDF201302 - orange 
EDF201303 - red 
EDF201304 - green 
EDF201305 - blue 

Armchair 1 - seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather.
Measurements: 40 x 45,5 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF101301 - yellow 
EDF101302 - orange 
EDF101303 - red  
EDF101304 - green 
EDF101305 - blue 
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Seats and taborets made of foam

Armchair 3 - seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather. Suitable for 3 children.
Measurements: 120 x 45,5 x 55 cm (LxWxH).

EDF301301 - yellow 
EDF301302 - orange  
EDF301303 - red  
EDF301304 - green  
EDF301305 - blue  

Corner armchair 
- seat height 30 cm
5 colours to choose, seat height 30 cm. 
Made of sturdy foam coated with 
artificial leather. 
Measurements: 45,5 x 45,5 x 55 cm.

EDF801301 - yellow  
EDF801302 - orange  
EDF801303 - red  
EDF801304 - green  
EDF801305 - blue  
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EDF1146  

Foam train
Measurements of lower wagons: 40 x 40 x 28 cm (W x L x H). 
Measurements of higher wagons: 40 x 40 x 34,5 cm (W x L x H).
Measurements of locomotive: 40 x 50 x 50 cm (W x L x H). 
Locomotive seat height: 20 cm.

train made of foam
Train consists of the locomotive and five wagons. 

The length of assembled train is 250 cm.

Train bookcase
Large containers are suitable for books, magazines or board games and taborets for comfortable sitting place. 

You can combine as many taborets and containers as you like - you can arrange the bookcase of various length.
Taborets are made of foam coated with Eco leather.
Containers are made of chipboard in maple shade, 

combined with laminated MDF boards.

KL46031 
Locomotive
Measurements: 39 x 54,5 x 50 cm 
(L x H x W).
Seat height: 29 cm.
Seat depth: 34 cm.

KL46032 
Back wagon
Measurements:
36,5 x 29 x 61,5 cm (L x H x W).

Train container 
for books
Coloured parts are made
of quality MDF boards.
Measurements: 35 x 30 x 34,5 cm (L x H x W).

KL46035 - red 
KL46036 - green 

Middle wagon
Measurements: 36,5 x 29 x 36,5 cm (L x H x W).

KL46033 - orange 
KL46034 - yellow 
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Exclusive armchair
KL5210/SM 
KL5210/C 
KL5210/Z 
KL5210/L 
KL5210/O 

exclusive eco-leather armchairs
Armchairs are made of high quality ECO leather, 

which is pleasant to touch and easily maintained clean. 
Elbow rests are made of beech wood. 

Thanks to the special inner construction the armchair 
adapts to body position, which offers comfortable sitting. 

Maximum load capacity - up to 100 kg.
Seat height: 22 cm.
Seat depth: 30 cm.

Exclusive armchair 
with animal motive
Seat height: 22 cm.
Seat depth: 30 cm.

KL5310/G - cheetah 
KL5310/Z - zebra 
KL5310/D - dalmatinian 
KL5310/T - tiger 

Exclusive armchairs with animal motives
Armchairs are covered with soft fabric pleasant to touch. This fabric can be 
washed in washing - machine (40°C). Elbow rests are made of beech wood. 

         Thanks to the special inner construction the armchair         
adapts to body position, which offers comfortable sitting. 

Maximum load capacity - up to 100 kg.
Seat height: 22 cm.
Seat depth: 30 cm.

Sitting Bags
Soft and comfortable seat is filled with 
granulate. It can totally adapt to body. 
Covered with quality artificial leather, 
which is easily maintained clean.
Measurements: diameter cca 70 cm,
height cca 75 cm.

EDF17110 - green 
EDF17120 - yellow 
EDF17130 - pink 
EDF17140 - purple 
EDF17150 - light blue 
EDF17160 - dark blue 
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Intelligent furniture
- Possibility of various combinations. 

- Possible to use with or without plastic containers.
- Seats made of foam coated with artificial leather.

- Construction is made of chipboard in maple shade.
- Containers are sold separately.

Middle container
Measurements: 15 x 31 x 42,7 cm 
(H x W x L).

G220 - transparent 
G206 - blue 
G202 - yellow 
G210 - green 
G209 - red 

Corner container
Measurements: 15 x 55 x 40 cm (H x W x L).

GQ2/20 - transparent 
GQ2/06 - blue 
GQ2/02 - yellow 
GQ2/10 - green 
GQ2/09 - red 

UZ31001 
Square cabinet with shelves 
Measurements: 90,5 x 74 x 46 cm (L x H x W).  

UZ31002 
Half-circle cabinet with shelves 
Measurements: 92 x 74 x 46 cm (L x H x W).  

Intelligent seat - Half-circle
Measurements: 92 x 32,5 x 46 cm (L x H x W).

UZ310191  
UZ310192  
UZ310193  

Intelligent seat with compartment
Measurements: 90 x 57,5 x 92 cm (L x H x W).

UZ310301  
UZ310302  
UZ310303  

Intelligent seat - Rectangle
Measurements: 90 x 32,5 x 46 cm (L x H x W).

UZ310181  
UZ310182  
UZ310183  

UZ31027 
Bookcase on legs 
Measurements: 45,5 x 57,5 x 46 cm 
(L x H x W).  
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Colour bed
Fronts are made of quality MDF board coated with resistant 
washable foil. Side parts are made of chipboard in maple 
shade. Can be made with or without motive. 
Beds are stackable. Mattress is not included.
Measurements: 135 x 65 x 30 cm.

LE / M / motive code  
LE / V / motive code   
LE / Z / motive code   
LE / L / motive code  
LE / O / motive code   
LE / C / motive code   

beds and accessories

motives
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Beds and accessories

KL4520100 
„Tear“ bed
Made of plywood in birch shade. Beds are stackable. 
Mattress is not included.
Measurements: 130 x 60 x 18 cm (L x W x H).     
Weight: 10 kg.

KL4520273 
Storage platform for Tear Bed 
Allows easy manipulation with stacked beds. 
Maximum capacity - 10 beds.
Measurements: 132 x 56 cm (L x W).

MH0901 
Bed NOMI - BEECH
Massive stackable beech bed. Matrress is not in-
cluded. Total height with front: 29 cm.
Measurements: 135 x 65 x 20 cm (L x W x H).

KL0900 
Storage platform for beds
Allows easy manipulation with stacked beds. 
Maximum capacity: 10 beds. 
Suitable for beds NOMI - BEECH, NOMI - 
MAPLE, BEECH without front and Colour 
beds. Measurements: 140 x 70 cm .

MH0902 
Bed NOMI - MAPLE
Massive stackable maple bed. Mattress is 
not included. Total height with front: 29 cm.
Rozmer: 135 x 65 x 20 cm (L x W x H).

KL31102A 
Bed BEECH - without front 
Massive stackable beech bed. Mattress is not 
included. 
Measurements: 135 x 65 x 20 cm (L x W x H).

KL1103 
Mattress for bed BEECH MAXI
Made of sturdy foam coated with quality 
cotton fabric. Design of the fabric depends on 
our stocks. 
Thickness: 8 cm.

KL31103 
Bed BEECH MAXI - without front 
Massive stackable beech bed. Mattress is not 
included.
Measurements: 150 x 65 x 20 cm (L x W x H).
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43 cm

10 cm

KL41101 
Stand for folding beds
Massive wooden stand on wheels with 
sturdy construction. 
Maximum capacity: 10 beds. 
Measurements: 60 x 115 x 113 cm 
(W x L x H).

TJ306 
Bed sheet for folding beds 
Material: 100% cotton. 
With laces in corners.  
Measurements: 144 x 73 cm.

Folding bed
Massive beech construction. Mattress is 
upholstered with waterproof fabric.
Measurements: 130 x 55 x 25 cm (L x W x H). 
Mattress thickness: 8 cm.

KL09052 - orange  
KL09053 - blue   
KL09051 - green   

beds and accessories

TJ400 
Mattress NOMI - cotton
Made of sturdy foam coated with quality cot-
ton fabric. Design of the fabric depends on 
our stocks. Suitable for beds NOMI - BEECH, 
NOMI - MAPLE, BEECH without front, Tear 
and Colour beds.  
Thickness: 8 cm.

TJ300 
Clasic bed sheet  
Material: 100% cotton.
Measurements: 150 x 80 cm.

Waterproof mattress
Made of foam coated with waterproof diffusi-
ve fabric (100% polypropylene) with antibacterial 
and antialregic attributes. Cover can be washed 
in washing-mashine (max 60°C). Suitable for beds 
NOMI - BEECH, NOMI - MAPLE, BEECH without 
front, Tear and Colour beds. 
Measurements: 61 x 130 x 8 cm.

TJ4051 - yellow 
TJ4052 - orange 
TJ4053 - blue 
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beds and accessories

also possible 
in standard colours 
- please let us know 

your needs

TJ100 
Duvet - pillow  
Material: 100% cotton.
Filling: anti-allergic hollowfibre, 320 g/m2. 
Light and warm, suitable for allergics and asthmatics.
Dimesion: duvet 135 x 90 cm, pillow 40 x 65 cm.

Bed clothes Bears
Material: 100% cotton.
Dimension: 40 x 65 cm pillow
              135 x 90 cm duvet.

TJ204 - Bears - white  
TJ205 - Bears - blue  
TJ206 - Bears - pink  

TJ210  
Bed clothes Town  
Material: 100% cotton.
Dimension: 40 x 65 cm pillow
              135 x 90 cm duvet.

TJ224  
Bed clothes Dots  
Material: 100% cotton.
Dimesion: 40 x 65 cm pillow
              135 x 90 cm duvet.

Bed clothes Giraffes
Material: 100% cotton.
Dimension: 40 x 65 cm pillow
              135 x 90 cm duvet.

TJ214 - Giraffes blue 
TJ215 - Giraffes green 
TJ216 - Giraffes orange 

TJ10012 
Duvet and Pillow IDEAL
Material: 100% cotton. 
Filling: anti-allergic hollowfibre, 320 g/m2. 
Light and warm, suitable for allergics and as-
thmatics.
Dimesion: duvet 120 x 79 x 3 cm, 
pillow 30 x 49 x 9 cm.

Bed Clothes IDEAL Bears
Material: 100% cotton.
Dimension: 31 x 51 cm pillow
                 79 x 124 cm duvet.

TJ20412 - Bed clothes IDEAL Bears white  
TJ20512 - Bed clothes IDEAL Bears blue  
TJ20612 - Bed clothes IDEAL Bears pink  

Bed clothes IDEAL Giraffes
Material: 100% cotton.
Dimension: 31 x 51 cm pillow
                   79 x 124 cm duvet.

TJ21412 - Bed clothes IDEAL Giraffes blue 
TJ21512 - Bed clothes IDEAL Giraffes green 
TJ21612 - Bed clothes IDEAL Giraffes orange 
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bookcases

KA630 
Bookcase
Can be used with or without contai-
ner KO (which is not included). 
Measurements: 63 x 40 x 70,3 cm.

UZ10621 
Wall shelf 
Ideal for books or kids´ works.
Measurements: 70 x 16,8 x 67,5 cm (LxWxH).

UZ10611 
Cabinet for books 
Cabinet contains 3 shelves with fronts. Can be used also with 
containers, which are sold separately. You can see them on 
page 30.
Measurements: 70 x 40 x 121 cm (LxWxH).

Wheels on the bottom 
allow easy moving 

You can use our foam seats (see 
them on pages 15 - 17) 

to arrange 
reading corners

UZ32001 
Bookcase with compartments 
Ideal for books, magazines, excercisebooks.
Measurements: 45 x 45 x 34 cm (LxHxW).  

shade
MAPLE

shade
MAPLE
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Bookcase on wheels
Dimensions: 74 x 40 x 70 cm (L x W x H).

UZ10636 - beech 
UZ10637 - maple 
UZ106371 - maple with printing 

Cabinets on wheels
- made of chipboard in maple or beech shade

Cabinet for art tools
Dimensions: 74 x 40 x 70 cm (L x W x H).

UZ10602 - beech 
UZ10603 - maple 
UZ106031 - maple with printing 

3 variations:
beech, maple, 

maple with printing

printed on both side boards! quality 
printing with UV lamination, which 

warrants long lasting colours!

practical

printed on both side boards! quality 
printing with UV lamination, which 

warrants long lasting colours!

shade
MAPLE

shade
MAPLE

shade
      BEECH   

easy 
manipulation

shade
      BEECH   

shade
MAPLE

shade
MAPLE
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ok - na str.

Universal trolley

MH11122 
Universal trolley for tools
Trolley is made of chipboard in BEECH shade. Can be 
used with containers from page 103.
Measurements: 90 x 47,5 x 94 cm (LxWxH).

Wheels on the bottom 
allow easy moving 

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.

shade
      BEECH   
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76 cm 90 cm UZ41001 
Multiple - function table 
Made of chipboard in maple shade.
Dimensions: 90 x 58 x 76 cm (L x W x H).
Shade: maple.

wooden conference tables
- made of chipboard

ST090 
Kids´ conference table - round,
- MAPLE 
Height: 37 cm. 
Diameter: 60 cm.

UZ10732 
Kids´ conference table - round,
- BEECH 
Height: 40 cm.
Diameter: 80 cm.

UZ10731 
Kids´ conference table - 
rectangle, BEECH 
Height: 40 cm.
Measurements: 80 x 50 cm.

tables

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.

MH11121 
Massive serving table
Construction is made of massive beech wood. 
Shelves are made of laminated chipboard in 
beech shade. 
Space between shelves: 39 cm.
Measurements: 73 x 45 x 80 cm (LxWxH).
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chairs

bench for containers

Containers on wheels
Suitable for books or tools. They can be 
used with Bench for containers or with 
Cabinet for books (from page 26).
Measurements: 30 x 35 x 29 cm (LxWxH).

UZ10630 - beech 
UZ10631 - yellow 
UZ10632 - red 
UZ10633 - green 
UZ10634 - blue 
UZ10635 - purple 

UZ10601 
Bench for containers 
Suitable for 2 containers, which are sold 
separately.
Measurements: 70 x 40 x 35 cm (LxWxH).  

MH4522  

Wooden chair with armrests
Construction with armrests is made of massive beech wood. 
Seat and back are made of quality plywood and have ergonomi-
cal shape. Chair is suitable for small kids in kindergartens.
Measurements: 31 x 27,5 x 45 cm (LxWxH).
Seat height: 22 cm.

MH28725  

Table - Chair
Multifunctional chair, which can also be used as a table. 
It is made of beech wood (massive construction + seat 
and back made of plywood). 
2 possible seat heights: 19 or 22 cm.
Table height: 35 cm.
Measurements: 39,5 x 33,5 x 36 cm (HxWxL).

Seat height 19 cm

table

seat height 22 cm

shade
      BEECH   

shade
      BEECH   

shade
      BEECH   

just 
turn 
over

2 seat heights
19 cm a 22 cm
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Multi-purpose desk
Construction of the desk allows more alternatives of usage. The right or left side of the desk can be used 
with the doors with locker, which are sold separately - you can choose from various colours. It can also 

be used with plastic containers, which are sold separately. The next alternative - use it as a PC table, as 
it has holes for cables on the back side. Desk is sold with 2 removable shelves, movable port for keybo-

ard and safe round edges. The desk is made of laminated chipboard in BEECH or MAPLE shade.

Doors for Multi-purpose desk
Doors can be mounted on the right or 
left side of the desk. They are made of 
laminated chipboard and contain locker 
with the key. The price is for 1 piece.
Measurements: 35,5 x 67,7 cm. 

UZ71381 - beech 
UZ71100 - maple 
UZ71143 - yellow 
UZ71329 - orange 
UZ71321 - red 
UZ71522 - light blue 
UZ71630 - light green 

Desk can be used with plastic 
containers, which are sold 

separately. You can find them on 
page 103.

large working 
space

movable 
keyboard port

safe edges

doors can be mounted on the 
right or on the left side.

Multi-purpose desk
Measurements: 150 x 60 x 75,5 cm (LxWxH).

UZ70551 - BEECH shade  
UZ70552 - MAPLE shade 

shade
MAPLE

shade
      BEECH   
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Wooden tables in maple shade 
with adjustable height

Table boards are made of high quality maple chipboard, provided 
with ABS edging with possibility to select from five colours. All ta-

ble edges are rounded for the sake of children´s safety. Each table 
includes 3 extensions for each table leg, which enable adjusting 

the table height to your needs from 40 to 58 cm.

Adjustable table height according 
to the child´s height.

The given height includes 
the table board thickness

tables 
include three 
extensions for 
each table leg

Semi-circle table
Side length: 125 cm.  
Radius: 62,5 cm.

KZ1125/M 
KZ1125/C 
KZ1125/Z 
KZ1125/L 
KZ1125/O 

Rectangle table
Measurements: 125 x 80 cm.

KZ1123/M 
KZ1123/C 
KZ1123/Z 
KZ1123/L 
KZ1123/O 

Round table 90
Diameter: 90 cm.

KZ1124/M 
KZ1124/C 
KZ1124/Z 
KZ1124/L 
KZ1124/O 

Round table 125
Diameter: 125 cm.

KZ1126/M 
KZ1126/C 
KZ1126/Z 
KZ1126/L 
KZ1126/O 

Square table
Side length: 80 cm.

KZ1122/M 
KZ1122/C 
KZ1122/Z 
KZ1122/L 
KZ1122/O 

Hexagon table 80
Side length: 80 cm.
Measurements: 160 x 140 cm.

KZ1121/M 
KZ1121/C 
KZ1121/Z 
KZ1121/L 
KZ1121/O 

Hexagon table 60
Side length: 60 cm.
Measurements: 103 x 117 cm.

KZ1127/M 
KZ1127/C 
KZ1127/Z 
KZ1127/L 
KZ1127/O 

shade
MAPLE
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Wooden tables in beech shade 
with adjustable height

Table boards are made of high quality beech chipboard, provided 
with ABS edging with possibility to select from five colours. All ta-

ble edges are rounded for the sake of children´s safety. Each table 
includes 3 extensions for each table leg, which enable adjusting 

the table height to your needs from 40 to 58 cm.

Square table
Side length: 80 cm.

KZ4477920   
KZ4477921  
KZ4477922  
KZ4477923  
KZ4477924  

Rectangle table
Dimensions: 125 x 80 cm.

KZ4477940   
KZ4477941   
KZ4477942  
KZ4477943  
KZ4477944  

Round table 90
Diameter: 90 cm.

KZ4477950   
KZ4477951   
KZ4477952  
KZ4477953  
KZ4477954 Round table 125

Diameter: 125 cm.

KZ4477910   
KZ4477911   
KZ4477912  
KZ4477913  
KZ4477914  

each corner edge is rounded

Adjustable table height according 
to the child´s height.

The given height includes 
the table board thickness

Semi-circular table
Side length: 125 cm.
Radius: 62,5 cm.

KZ4477960   
KZ4477961   
KZ4477962  
KZ4477963  
KZ4477964  

tables 
include three 
extensions for 
each table leg

shade
      BEECH   
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90 cm
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Wooden tables in beech shade 
with adjustable height

Wooden tables with colour boards 
and adjustable height

Wide range of tables of various shapes, which you can combine to create your own work table sets. Table boards are 
made of high quality beech chipboard with laminated surface, provided with ABS edging with possibility to select from 
five colours. All table edges are rounded for the sake of children´s safety. Each table includes 3 extensions for each 

table leg, which enable adjusting the table height to your needs from 40 to 58 cm.

Trapezoid table
Measurements: 80 x 80 x 125 cm.

KZ4477930   
KZ4477931   
KZ4477932  
KZ4477933  
KZ4477934 

Hexagon table 60
Side length: 60 cm.
Measurements: 103 x 117 cm.

KZ4477970   
KZ4477971   
KZ4477972 
KZ4477973  
KZ4477974  

Hexagon table 80
Side length: 80 cm.
Measurements: 160 x 140 cm.

KZ4477900   
KZ4477901   
KZ4477902 
KZ4477903  
KZ4477904  

Round table 90
with colour board
Measurements: 90 cm.

UZ46042   
UZ46046   
UZ46041   
UZ46044   
UZ46043   

Round table 125
with colour board
Measurements: 125 cm.

UZ45042   
UZ45046  
UZ45041  
UZ45044  
UZ45043  

tables 
include three 
extensions for 
each table leg

shade
      BEECH   
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Wooden tables with colour boards 
and adjustable height

Square table
with colour board
Measurements: 80 x 80 cm.

UZ42042   
UZ42046   
UZ42041  
UZ42044   
UZ42043  

Semi-circular table
with colour board
Side length 125 cm, radius 62,5 cm.

UZ44042   
UZ44046   
UZ44041   
UZ44044   
UZ44043   

Trapezoid table
with colour board
Measurements: 80 x 80 x 125 cm.

UZ43042   
UZ43046   
UZ43041   
UZ43044   
UZ43043  

Rectangle table
with colour board
Measurements: 125 x 80 cm.

UZ41042  
UZ41046   
UZ41041   
UZ41044   
UZ41043   

Hexagon table 60
with colour board
Side length: 60 cm.
Measurements: 103 x 117 cm.

UZ48042   
UZ48046   
UZ48041   
UZ48044   
UZ48043  

Hexagon table 80
with colour board
Side length: 80 cm.
Measurements: 160 x 140 cm.

UZ47042   
UZ47046   
UZ47041   
UZ47044   
UZ47043  
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wooden chairs
- massive wooden construction

- ergonomic seat and back are made of quality plywood 
- stackable

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 34 cm
MH1223/C 
MH1223/M 
MH1223/Z 
MH1223/L 
MH1223/N 
MH1223/O 

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 30 cm
MH1222/C 
MH1222/M 
MH1222/Z 
MH1222/L 
MH1222/N 
MH1222/O 

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 26 cm
MH1221/C    
MH1221/M 
MH1221/Z 
MH1221/L 
MH1221/N 
MH1221/O 

Wooden chair BEECH
- seat height 26 cm
MH1026C  
MH1026M 
MH1026Z  
MH1026L  
MH1026N  
MH1026O  

Wooden chair BEECH
- seat height 30 cm
MH1030C  
MH1030M 
MH1030Z  
MH1030L  
MH1030N  
MH1030O  Wooden chair BEECH

- seat height 34 cm
MH1034C  
MH1034M 
MH1034Z  
MH1034L  
MH1034N  
MH1034O  

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 38 cm
MH1224/C   
MH1224/M   
MH1224/Z    
MH1224/L  
MH1224/N   
MH1224/O   

Wooden chair BEECH
- seat height 38 cm
MH1038C   
MH1038M   
MH1038Z  
MH1038L   
MH1038N   
MH1038O   
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Doors for LUNA wardrobes
Made of high quality laminated MDF board. 
Measurements: 18,5 x 66 cm (L x H).

PN84511 - yellow  
PN84512 - nude  
PN84513 - orange  
PN84514 - brown  
PN84515 - red  
PN84516 - green 
PN84517 - blue  

Luna Combi wardrobes
- suitable for 3 or 5 children

- made of chipboard in beech or birch shade 
- possible to use with or without doors

- maximum load capacity: 200 kg
- total height: 135,5 cm, seat height: 32 cm

- compartments width: 19,5 cm

PO10065 
LUNA COMBI for 5 children 
Measurements: 108,5 x 135,5 x 50 cm
(L x H x W).  

PO10063 
LUNA COMBI for 3 children 
Measurements: 66 x 135,5 x 50 cm (LxHxW).  

Doors for LUNA KOMBI - mini
Made of high quality laminated MDF board. 
Measurements: 18,5 x 23 cm (L x H).

PN84521 - yellow 
PN84522 - nude 
PN84523 - orange 
PN84524 - brown 
PN84525 - red 
PN84526 - green 
PN84527 - blue 

shade
      BEECH   

shade
      BEECH   

PO100631 
LUNA KOMBI 
for 3 children - BIRCH
Measurements: 66 x 135,5 x 50 cm.  

shade
BIRCH

PO100651 
LUNA KOMBI 
for 5 children - BIRCH
Measurements: 108,5 x 135,5 x 50 cm.  

shade
BIRCH
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Luna Combi wardrobes with wire system
- suitable for 3 or 5 children

- made of chipboard in beech or birch shade 
- possible to use with or without doors

- maximum load capacity: 200 kg
- total height: 135,5 cm, seat height: 32 cm

- compartments width: 19,5 cm

wire system !!!

PO10073 
Wardrobe LUNA KOMBI with 
wire system for 3 kids - BEECH
Measurements: 66 x 135,5 x 50 cm.  

PO100731 
Wardrobe LUNA KOMBI with 
wire system for 3 kids - BIRCH
Measurements: 66 x 135,5 x 50 cm.  

shade
BIRCH

shade
      BEECH   

PO10075 
Wardrobe LUNA KOMBI with 
wire system for 5 kids - BEECH
Measurements: 108,5 x 135,5 x 50 cm.  

shade
      BEECH   

PO100751 
Wardrobe LUNA KOMBI with 
wire system for 5 kids - BIRCH
Measurements: 108,5 x 135,5 x 50 cm.  

shade
BIRCH
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19,5 cm

19,5 cm

19,5 cm

PO10052 
LUNA for 2 children
Measurements: 44,5 x 130,5 x 50 cm 
(L x H x W).

PO10053 
LUNA for 3 children
Measurements: 66 x 130,5 x 50 cm 
(L x H x W).

PO10055 
LUNA for 5 children               
Measurements: 108,5 x 130,5 x 50 cm (L x H x W).

Doors for LUNA wardrobes
Made of high quality laminated MDF board. 
Measurements: 18,5 x 66 cm (L x H).

PN84511 - yellow  
PN84512 - nude  
PN84513 - orange  
PN84514 - brown  
PN84515 - red  
PN84516 - green 
PN84517 - blue  

Luna wardrobes
- suitable for 2, 3 or 5 children

- made of chipboard in beech shade 
- possible to use with or without doors

- maximum load capacity: 200 kg
- total height: 130,5 cm, seat height: 32 cm

- compartments width: 19,5 cm
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Wave - colourfull wardrobes
- suitable for 3 or 6 children

- made of chipboard in beech shade
- front panel with or without grooves 

- total height: 130 cm
- compartments width: 23 cm

- seat height: 35 cm
- maximum load capacity: 200 kg

NMV6/L/00/00/00/00/00/00 

shade
      BEECH   

shade
      BEECH   

NMV3/M/604/606/605 

NMV3/O/00/00/00 

NMV6/O/402/401/404/403/406/407 

NMV6/Z/200/201/203/204/205/210 

How to order:
NMV3 / colour code / 3x groove codes
NMV6 / colour code / 6x groove codes

Wave 3 - colourfull wardrobe 
- for 3 chlidren
Measurements: 130 x 76 x 50 cm (HxLxW).

NMV3 / M / 3x groove codes 
NMV3 / Z / 3x groove codes 
NMV3 / L / 3x groove codes 
NMV3 / O / 3x groove codes 
NMV3 / C / 3x groove codes 

Wave 6 - colourfull wardrobe
- for 6 chlidren
Measurements: 130 x 150 x 50 cm (HxLxW).

NMV6 / M / 6x groove codes 
NMV6 / Z / 6x groove codes 
NMV6 / L / 6x groove codes 
NMV6 / O / 6x groove codes 
NMV6 / C / 6x groove codes 

Space
for slippers

Space
for shoes

Find groove codes on page 22.

Code Colour
M blue

Z green

L yellow

O orange

C red
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Emental wardrobes
- suitable for 4 or 8 children

- made of chipboard in beech or birch shade 
- total height: 162 cm

- compartments width: 30 cm
- doors are sold separately

PO10090 
Emental wardrobe 
for 4 children
Measurements: 66 x 162 x 40 cm 
(LxHxW).

PO10089 
Emental wardrobe
for 8 children
Measurements: 130 x 162 x 40 cm 
(L x H x W).

Doors for Emental wardrobes
Made of high quality laminated MDF board.
Measurements: 29,5 x 74,5 cm (L x H).

PN85511 - yellow  
PN85512 - nude   
PN85513 - orange   
PN85514 - brown   
PN85515 - red  
PN85516 - green   
PN85517 - blue 

PO100901 
Emental for 4 children - BIRCH
Measurements: 66 x 162 x 40 cm.

shade
BIRCH

PO100891 
Emental for 8 children - BIRCH
Measurements: 130 x 162 x 40 cm.

shade
BIRCH

shade
      BEECH   

shade
      BEECH   
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SL111 SL112

SL412 SL413

SL213

SL214

SL215

11
4 

cm

SL414 SL415

combined bench wardrobes 
NEW variations, which are not included in our export catalogue 2011.

length 130 cm

 Please, find more products, details and information 
about MAGIC FURNITURE in our 2011 Magic Furniture 
Export catalogue, which is still valid. You can see and 

download the catalogue from our website 
www.kindergartenmagic.eu
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SL416

SL419

SL417

SL420

SL418

SL421

combined bench wardrobes 
NEW variations, which are not included in our export catalogue 2011.

 Please, find more products, details and information 
about MAGIC FURNITURE in our 2011 Magic Furniture 
Export catalogue, which is still valid. You can see and 

download the catalogue from our website 
www.kindergartenmagic.eu
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SL4X01

SL4X02
SL4X03

combined bench wardrobes 
NEW variations, which are not included in our export catalogue 2011.

DS5/colour code/groove code 
Door DS5 
- for Wardrobe SL4 MAXI
Only with right hinges.
Measurements: 32 x 91 cm.

Code Colour
M blue

V vanilla

Z green

L yellow

O orange

C red

30 cm

Length 130 cm

SL4X 
Wardrobe SL4 MAXI
Can be used with DS5 doors, 2 x L22 bench, 1 x L24 
bench, or 2 x KO container. 
Measurements: 130 x 40 x 130 cm.

Find groove codes on page 22.

How to order door:
DS5 / colour code / groove codes

 Please, find more products, details and information 
about MAGIC FURNITURE in our 2011 Magic Furniture 
Export catalogue, which is still valid. You can see and 

download the catalogue from our website 
www.kindergartenmagic.eu

with or without grooves
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SD4N12

SD2N12

SD4N13
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SD812

SD413SD412
SD813

16
2 

cm

30 cm

combined wardrobes 
NEW variations, which are not included in our export catalogue 2011.

DS5/colour code/groove code 
Door DS5 
- for Wardrobe SL4 MAXI
Only with right hinges.
Measurements: 32 x 91 cm.

Code Colour
M blue

V vanilla

Z green

L yellow

O orange

C red

130 cm

with or without grooves

How to order door:
DS5 / colour code / groove codes

Find groove codes on page 22.

 Please, find more products, details 
and information about MAGIC 
FURNITURE in our 2011 Magic 

Furniture Export catalogue, 
which is still valid. 

You can see and download the 
catalogue from our website 
www.kindergartenmagic.eu
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preschooler wardrobes
The bench is included. Made of chipboard in beech shade.

Can be used with or without doors.
Total height: 133 cm

Compartments width: 32 cm
Seat height: 33 cm

Maximum load capacity: 200 kg

door for preschooler wardrobes

NMP4 
Wardrobe Preschooler 4 
Measurements: 133 x 138 x 64 cm (HxLxW).

NMP2 
Wardrobe Preschooler 2 
Measurements: 133 x 70 x 64 cm (HxLxW).

DS6/colour code/groove code 
Door DS6
Only with right hinges. 
Measurements: 32 x 91 cm. 

Code Colour
M blue

V vanilla

Z green

L yellow

O orange

C red

each compartment
includes 2 double-hooks

each compartment
includes 2 double-hooks

with or without grooves

How to order door:
DS6 / colour code / groove codes

Find groove codes on page 22.

shade
      BEECH   

 Please, find more products, details 
and information about MAGIC 
FURNITURE in our 2011 Magic 

Furniture Export catalogue, 
which is still valid. 

You can see and download the 
catalogue from our website 
www.kindergartenmagic.eu
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beech benches
Made of laminated chipboard in beech shade.

There are 2 types of the benches: 
a) with compartments or 
b) without compartments

MH50001 
Hanger for Massive wardrobe 
Measurements: 120 x 22 x 3,5 cm (L x H x W)  

MH50002 
Bench for Massive wardrobe 
Measurements: 120 x 30 x 34,5 cm (L x W x H)  

massive hanger and bench

PO323005 
Beech bench with compartmets 5 
Measurements: 108,5 x 32 x 30 cm. 

PO323003 
Beech bench with compartmets 3 
Measurements: 66 x 32 x 30 cm. 

shade
      BEECH   

Space 
for slippers

Space 
for shoes

PO323015 
Beech bench 5 
Measurements: 108,5 x 32 x 30 cm..  

PO323013 
Beech bench 3 
Measurements: 66 x 32 x 30 cm. 

shade
      BEECH   
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Cloak-room „Cloud 6“
Measurements: 136 x 136,5 x 42 cm (LxHxW).

PN10061  
PN10062  
PN10063  
PN10064  

Cloak-room „Cloud 3“
Measurements: 72 x 136,5 x 42 cm (LxHxW).

PN10031  
PN10032  
PN10033  
PN10034  

PN10060 
Bench „Cloud 6“ 
Measurements: 130 x 34,5 x 42 cm (LxHxW)  

PN10030 
Bench „Cloud 3“ 
Measurements: 66 x 34,5 x 42 cm (LxHxW)  

Hanger with shelf „Cloud 3“
Measurements: 66 x 40 x 26 cm (L x H x W).

PN100313  
PN100323  
PN100333  
PN100343  

Hanger with shelf „Cloud 6“
Measurements: 130 x 40 x 26 cm (L x H x W).

PN100616  
PN100626  
PN100636  
PN100646  

practical hangers with shelf  - divided with compartments

solid benches with a space for slippers

hangers and benches
Colour back sides are made of high quality laminated MDF board. 

Shelves are made of chipboard in maple shade.
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Code Colour
M blue

V vanilla

Z green

L yellow

O orange

C red

CV100 / colour code 
Colour hanger with shelf - plain
Measurements: 123,5 x 43,5 x 27 cm (L x H x W).

CV101 / colour code 
Colour hanger with shelf - Sun
Measurements: 123,5 x 43,5 x 27 cm (L x H x W).

CV102 / colour code 
Colour hanger with shelf - Bells
Measurements: 123,5 x 43,5 x 27 cm (L x H x W).

CV103 / colour code 
Colour hanger with shelf - Stars
Measurements: 123,5 x 43,5 x 27 cm (L x H x W).

CV104 / colour code 
Colour hanger with shelf - Birds
Measurements: 123,5 x 43,5 x 27 cm (L x H x W).

Colour codes

Colour hangers
Colour parts are made of high quality MDF board coated with abrasion-resistant foil, 

which is washable. Shelves are made of wood in maple shade. 
The inner groove gives a 3D effect. 
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Centipede hanger
- made of high quality laminated MDF board

wall hangers
- made of high quality laminated MDF board

- maximum load capacity: 2 kg / 1 wooden hook

PN1002 PN1002 PN1001

total length: 206,5 cm

PN1002 
Centipede hanger - without head 
Measurements: 65 x 17,5 cm (L x H). 

PN1001 
Centipede hanger - with head 
Measurements: 76,5 x 26,5 cm (L x H). 

PN300101 
Hanger - Butterflies
Measurements: 53,5 x 20 cm.

PN300106 
Hanger - Castle
Measurements: 53,5 x 22 cm.

PN300105 
Hanger - Ducks
Measurements: 45 x 20 cm.

PN300104 
Hanger - Train
Measurements: 53,5 x 20 cm.

PN300103 
Hanger - Flowers
Measurements: 53,5 x 20 cm.

PN300102 
Hanger - Cloud
Measurements: 53,5 x 20 cm.
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PN2001 PN2002

PN30041 PN30044 PN30041

PN30041 PN30042 PN30045 PN30043 PN30044

Flower hanger
- made of high quality laminated MDF board

STAR hanger
- made of high quality laminated MDF board

- thanks to its shape you can combine as many hangers as you need

total length: 108 cm

PN2001 
Hanger Flower
Measurements: 60 x 18 cm. 

PN2002 
Hanger Flower - Complement
Measurements: 48 x 18 cm.

Hanger Stars
Measurements: 53,5 x 15 cm.

PN30041 - yellow 
PN30042 - orange 
PN30043 - red 
PN30044 - blue 
PN30045 - green 

total length: 160,5 cm

total length: 267,5 cm
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PN30024 PN30031 PN30033 PN30035
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train hanger
There are 2 types of Train hanger: Locomotive and Wagon. Their combinantion allows you 

to create the train - as long as you need. Hanger is made of high quality laminated MDF board.
Load capacity: max. 2 kg / 1 wooden hook.

Animals for walking tours - textile
Animals for walking tours
1. TJ311 - Caterpillar green (length: 4 m) 
2. TJ312 - Dog with dots (length: 3,2 m) 
3. TJ313 - Caterpillar Nomiland (length: 3,5 m) 
4. TJ314 - Caterpillar with dots (length: 3,5 m) 
5. TJ315 - Dog with strips (length: 3 m) 

Hanger Train - Locomotive
Measurements: 42 x 30 cm.

PN30021 - yellow 
PN30022 - orange 
PN30023 - red 
PN30024 - blue 
PN30025 - green 

Hanger Train - Wagon
Measurements: 38 x 22 cm.

PN30031 - yellow 
PN30032 - orange 
PN30033 - red 
PN30034 - blue 
PN30035 - green 

total length: 156 cm
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magic world stickers
Set of 50 stickers made of water resist foil. Measurements of 1 sticker: 5 x 5,5 cm.

wardrobe stickers
Set of 25 stickers made of water resist foil. Measurements of 1 sticker: 5 x 5,5 cm.

NM0555  
Magic world stickers

NM0557 
Toys

NM0556 
Town

NM0558 
Wardrobe stickers with the space
for name

space for name
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Peter

Pillows with motives
Measurements: 35 x 35 cm.
Washable, max 40 °C. 

Sacks for shoes with motives
Measurements: 25 x 30 cm.
Washable, max 40 °C. 

Lorry

Balloons

Plane 2

Sailboat

Drum

Pyramid

Prop

Train

Pastels

Plane 1

Marbles

Car

Guitar

Bike

Ball

Lego bricks

Jeep

Puzzle

Air balloon

Buggy

Bucket

Helicopter

Duck

Wooden train

Kite

Motives for Pillows and Sacks

Pillows and Sacks for shoes
with motives

 PILLOW code SACK code  Motive

 PILLOW code SACK code  Motive

 TJ3501 TJ2501 Lorry
 TJ3502 TJ2502 Drum
 TJ3503 TJ2503 Pastels
 TJ3504 TJ2504 Guitar
 TJ3505 TJ2505 Jeep
 TJ3506 TJ2506 Buggy
 TJ3507 TJ2507 Duck
 TJ3508 TJ2508 Balloons
 TJ3509 TJ2509 Pyramid
 TJ3510 TJ2510 Plane 1
 TJ3511 TJ2511 Bike
 TJ3512 TJ2512 Puzzle
 TJ3513 TJ2513 Bucket

 TJ3514 TJ2514 Wooden train
 TJ3515 TJ2515 Plane 2
 TJ3516 TJ2516 Prop
 TJ3517 TJ2517 Marbles
 TJ3518 TJ2518 Ball
 TJ3519 TJ2519 Air balloon
 TJ3520 TJ2520 Helicopter
 TJ3521 TJ2521 Kite
 TJ3522 TJ2522 Sailboat
 TJ3523 TJ2523 Train
 TJ3524 TJ2524 Car
 TJ3525 TJ2525 Lego bricks

Find special set of Wardrobe 
stickers with the space for name   

and with the same motives 
(NM0558) on page 53.

Pillow

Sack
for shoesWardrobe

sticker

sign - motive
for each child

the same sign on pillow,
sack for shoes

and on a wardrobe sticker
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Decorative shelf Locomotive
Measurements: 125 x 100 x 25 cm.
Bottom shelf length: 90 cm.

PS2104/V - vanilla 
PS2104/L - yellow 
PS2104/O - orange 
PS2104/C - red 
PS2104/Z - green 
PS2104/M - blue 

Decorative shelf Waggon
Measurements: 84,5 x 70 x 25 cm.
Bottom shelf length: 70 cm. 

PS2105/V - vanilla 
PS2105/L - yellow 
PS2105/O - orange 
PS2105/C - red 
PS2105/Z - green 
PS2105/M - blue 

Wall shelf - Hedgehog 
Measurements: 105 x 70 x 25 cm.

PO210/V - vanilla 
PO210/L - yellow 
PO210/O - orange 
PO210/C - red 
PO210/Z - green 
PO210/M - blue 

Wall shelf - Hippo 
Measurements: 105 x 70 x 25 cm.

PO401/V - vanilla 
PO401/L - yellow 
PO401/O - orange 
PO401/C - red 
PO401/Z - green 
PO401/M - blue 

Wall shelf - Cloud 
Measurements: 105 x 70 x 25 cm.

PO105/V - vanilla 
PO105/M - blue 

Decorative shelves and wall shelves
Colour parts are made of high quality MDF board coated with abrasion-resistant foil, 

which is washable. Shelves are made of wood in maple shade. 
The inner groove gives a 3D effect. 

The maximum load capacity is 15 - 20 kg.
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dummy holder
Colour parts are made of high quality MDF board coated with abrasion-resistant foil, 

which is washable. Shelf is made of chipboard in maple shade. 
The inner groove gives a 3D effect. 

Can be mounted on the wall.

Mailbox
Colour parts are made of high quality MDF board coated 

with abrasion-resistant foil, 
which is washable. Shelf is made of chipboard in maple shade. 

The inner groove gives a 3D effect. 
Can be mounted on the wall.

Dummy holder - Hedgehog
Contains 14 hooks. 
Measurements: 59 x 39,5 x 19,5 cm (LxHxW).

LM1001  
LM1002  

Mailbox
Shelf width: 9,5 cm.
Holes diameter: 4,3 cm. 
Measurements: 53,5 x 55 x 12 cm (LxHxW).

LM1201  
LM1202  

can be mounted 
on the wall

can be mounted
on the wall

for
14 kids

for
14 kids
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Bathroom shelf for 5 glasses
Sold together with colour back part.
Hole diameter: 6,7 cm.
Measurements: 60,3 x 40 x 14,3 cm (L x H x W).

PN10051 - Ducks 
PN10052 - Fish 
PN10053 - Sea horse 

Bathroom shelf for 10 glasses
Sold together with colour back part.
Hole diameter: 6,7 cm.
Measurements: 60,3 x 40 x 22,3 cm (L x H x W).

PN10041 - Ducks 
PN10042 - Fish 
PN10043 - Sea horse 

hanger with shelf 
- Made of high quality laminated MDF board.

Towels 
- made of high quality terry - cloth

- set of 3 pieces

Colour plastic glass
Capacity: 0,3 l. 

BT10301  
BT10302  
BT10303  
BT10304  

Towels - set
Measurements: 30 x 50 cm.

PK529633 - pink 
PK529637 - orange 
PK529631 - white 
PK529636 - yellow 
PK529634 - green 
PK529632 - light blue 
PK529635 - dark blue 
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PN1031          
Fridge with freezer
One shelf inside of the fridge part.
Measurements: 43,5 x 96 x 35 cm 
(L x H x W).

PN1032 
Washing mashine
Measurements: 43,5 x 66 x 35 cm 
(L x H x W).

PN1033 
Cabinet with sink
With one shelf inside.
Measurements: 43,5 x 66 x 35 cm 
(L x H x W).

PN1034 
Stove with oven
With one shelf inside.
Measurements: 43,5 x 66 x 35 cm 
(L x H x W).

PN1036 
Corner cabinet
Measurements: 
35 x 66 x 35 cm.

PN1035 
Microwave
Measurements: 37 x 25 x 24,7 
cm (L x H x W).

Kitchen for kids

PN10221               
Cosmetic table Star 
Chair is sold separately. Maple shade.
Measurements with mirror: 70 x 107 x 42 cm 
(L x H x W). 
Table height: 57,3 cm.

PN10211 
Cosmetic table Flower 
Chair is sold separately. Maple shade.
Measurements with mirror: 70 x 107 x 42 
cm (L x H x W). 
Table height: 57,3 cm.

Chairs for cosmetic tables
Diameter: 36,3 cm.
Seat height: 32,2 cm.
Maple shade.

1. PN1023 - Star chair 
2. PN1024 - Flower chair 
3. PN1025 - Relax chair 

cosmetic tables

- massive wooden construction
- colour parts are made of high 
quality laminated MDF board. 

- construction is made of 
chipboard in maple shade

- colour parts are made of high 
quality laminated MDF board. 
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elegant kitchen for kids 
There are 2 types of the kitchen - MAXI or MIDI.  

Construction is made of laminated chipboard in Maple shade. 
Working place, microwave and stove are made of silver laminated chipboard.

Elegant Kitchen MAXI
Measurements: 120 x 135 x 39 cm (LxHxW).

1. UZ65321 - red-yellow 
2. UZ65329 - orange-yellow 
3. UZ65630 - green-yellow 
4. UZ65440 - maple 

shade
MAPLE

shade
MAPLE
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elegant kitchen for kids 
There are 2 types of the kitchen - MAXI or MIDI.  

Construction is made of laminated chipboard in Maple shade. 
Working place, microwave and stove are made of silver laminated chipboard.

Elegant Kitchen MIDI
Measurements: 120 x 67 x 39 cm (LxHxW).

1. UZ50321 - red-yellow 
2. UZ50329 - orange-yellow 
3. UZ50630 - green-yellow 
4. UZ50440 - maple 

shade
MAPLE
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shop / theatre adam 

shop adam 

NM17004+colour  

Shop / Theater Adam
Made of laminated beech boards.
Measurements: 130 x 140 x 90 cm. 

NM17002+colour   

Shop Adam
Made of laminated beech boards.
Measurements: 128 x 110 x 100 cm.

...1 - red

...2 - blue

Colour edges

...1 - red

...2 - blue

Colour edges and panelboards  
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2 x 3 m

1,5 x 2 m

1,5 x 2 m

2 x 3 m

carpets 

RK23041 
Carpet Smile 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 200 x 300 cm.

RK15221 
Carpet Circles 1 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.  

RK15222 
Carpet Circles 2 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.  

RK23051 
Carpet Spiral 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 200 x 300 cm.
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carpets 

RK23061 
Carpet Flowers 1 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 200 x 300 cm.

RK23062 
Carpet Flowers 2 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 200 x 300 cm.

RK15211 
Carpet Meadow 1 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.

RK15212 
Carpet Meadow 2 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.

RK15213 
Carpet Meadow 3 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.

RK15214 
Carpet Meadow 4 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.
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carpets 

RK15231 
Carpet Sheep 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.  

RK15232 
Carpet Africa 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 150 x 200 cm.  

RK1142 
Carpet / Game Ludo - The Farm 
Anti-skid back side. 
Contains figures and cube. 
Measurements: 1 x 1 m. 

RK32001 
Carpet / Game - Ludo 
Anti-skid back side. 
Contains figures and cube. 
Measurements: 1 x 1 m. 

RK1141 
Carpet / Game Ludo - Puzzle 
Anti-skid back side. 
Contains figures and cube. 
Measurements: 1 x 1 m. 

RK23071 
Carpet Puzzle 
Loop technique.
Material: polyamid. 
Measurements: 200 x 300 cm.
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educational room dividers 
- measurements: 92 x 39,5 x 154 cm
- material: wood + microfibre fabric

TJ501201 
Educational room 
divider
Spring / Autumn 

TJ501202 
Educational room 
divider 
Summer / Winter 
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A

didactic room dividers 
- measurements: 92 x 39,5 x 154 cm

- material: wood + microfibre fabric + cotton

TJ500301 
Didactic room dividers
Fruits / Vegetables 1-4
Side 1: grapes and corns (numbers 1 
and 2 - their amount - are stitched on a 
removable cotton squares). 
Side 2: apple and paprika (numbers 3 
and 4 - their amount - are stitched on a 
removable cotton squares).

Try the simple game, which trains basic calculation skills:

1. Let chidren remove all cotton squares. 
2. Mix the squares and ask children to put them back on the 
right places (according to the number of fruits and vege-
tables).
3. Check the result.

train your memory:
what is under the square 

number 5 ?
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didactic room dividers 
- measurements: 92 x 39,5 x 154 cm

- material: wood + microfibre fabric + cotton

TJ500302 
Didactic room dividers
Fruits / Vegetables 5-8
Side 1: bananas and tomatoes (numbers 
5 and 6 - their amount - are stitched on a 
removable cotton squares). 
Side 2: raspberries and carrots (numbers 
7 and 8 - their amount - are stitched on a 
removable cotton squares).

TJ500303 
Didactic room divider
Fruits / Vegetables 9-10
Side 1: cherries and beans (numbers 9 
and 10 - their amount - are stitched on a 
removable cotton squares).
Side 2: mix of fruits and mix of vegetables 
(even numbers and odd numbers are 
stitched on a removable cotton squares).

discuss with 
children about 
the importance 

of fruits and 
vegetables in 

our nutrition
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low room dividers with animals 
- measurements: 92 x 39,5 x 76,5 cm

- material: wood + microfibre fabric 

Low room divider with animals
1. TJ500101 - Monkey / Lion 
2. TJ500102 - Elephant / Zebra 
3. TJ500103 - Turtle / Hippo 
4. TJ500104 - Panda / Rhino 
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room dividers  
- available in 2 heights

- material: wood + microfibre fabric 

Low room divider
Measurements: 92 x 39,5 x 76,5 cm.

KL500902 - yellow 
KL500903 - green 
KL500904 - orange 

High room divider
Measurements: 92 x 39,5 x 154 cm.

KL501002 - yellow 
KL501003 - green 
KL501004 - orange 
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textile wall decorations 

fruit pillows - textile

NE1961 
Textile wall decoration
- Meadow 1 
Measurements: 162 x 74 cm (L x H).  

NE1962 
Textile wall decoration
- Meadow 2 
Measurements: 162 x 108 cm (L x H).  

NE1951 
Textile wall decoration
- Forrest 1 
Measurements: 162 x 79 cm (L x H).  

NE1952 
Textile wall decoration
- Forrest 2 
Measurements: 162 x 71 cm (L x H).  

NE1963 
Textile wall decoration
- Meadow 3 
Measurements: 162 x 71 cm (L x H).  

NE2112 
Fruit pillow - Plum 
Measurements: 55 x 65 cm.  

NE2110 
Fruit pillow - Pear 
Measurements: 60 x 70 cm.  

NE2113 
Fruit pillow - Cherry 
Measurements: 70 x 65 cm.  

NE2111 
Fruit pillow - Lemon 
Measurements: 58 x 67 cm.  
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wall decorations 
- made of durable cardboard

NM0541 
Wall decoration Sun
Made of durable cardboard.
Measurements: 42,5 x 41 cm.

NM0542 
Wall decoration Clouds 
- set of 2
Made of durable cardboard.
Measurements: 60 x 40 cm.

NM0543 
Wall decoration 
Butterflies - set of 2
Made of durable cardboard.
Measurements: 41 x 41 cm.

NM0544 
Wall decoration Flowers 
- set of 3
Made of durable cardboard.
Measurements: 44 x 41 cm.
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grapho-motoric labyrinths - doublesided 
Labyrinths prepare children for writing. A child follows the trace a with a wooden pen, 

which trains child´s coordination.
Made of high quality laminated MDF board. 

Grapho-motoric labyrinth
Measurements: 35 x 14 cm.

1. PN11001 - Labyrinth 1 
2. PN11002 - Labyrinth 2 
3. PN11003 - Labyrinth 3 
4. PN11004 - Labyrinth 4 
5. PN11005 - Labyrinth 5 
6. PN11006 - Labyrinth 6 
7. PN11007 - Labyrinth 7 
8. PN11008 - Labyrinth 8 

practical
handle 

serves also 
as a pen 

depositor 
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grapho-motoric labyrinths - doublesided 
Labyrinths prepare children for writing. A child follows the trace a with a wooden pen, which 

trains child´s coordination. Made of high quality laminated MDF board. 

Grapho-motoric labyrinth 
DUO
Measurements: 40 x 20 cm.

1. PN12001 - Labyrinth DUO 1 
2. PN12002 - Labyrinth DUO 2 
3. PN12003 - Labyrinth DUO 3 
4. PN12004 - Labyrinth DUO 4 
5. PN12005 - Labyrinth DUO 5 
6. PN12006 - Labyrinth DUO 6 
7. PN12007 - Labyrinth DUO 7 

Labyrinths
for both hands
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

basic cabinets 
in 3 heights

two shades of cabinets 
available: 

MAPLE

BEECH

 
in seven colours

wide range of fairy tale 
decorations, which can be 
used as manipulation labyrinths

cabinet decorations,
which can be mounted 

on the back side 
of the cabinets

fairy tale shelves
- nice designs 

to choose 

detailed  work
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

FAIRY TALE series
This series allow you to arrange your own furniture sets. Basic cabinets - with shelves 
and cabinets for containers are made of laminated chipboard in MAPLE or BEECH 
shade. They can be used with colourfull doors or containers. Beautiful cabinet 
decorations can be mounted on these cabinets. Series include various shelves, 
wall shelves and labyrinths. 

all furniture elements are sold separately, which allows 
you to arrange the sets according to your needs and fantasy 

lots of suitable 
decorations
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ü2.

ü3.

ü1.

ü1.
ü2.
ü3.
ü4.

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

 Choose the type of the cabinet

   Choose the containers or doors in your favourite colour 

      Choose the cabinet decorations, which can be mounted on the back side of the cabinets

        Choose the shelves, wall shelves or wall decorations

4 simple steps 
to your 

furniture set

Cabinet
for container 

Cabinet with 
shelves

Cabinet with 
shelves - high

possible 
variations

possible 
variations

possible 
variations

Container

Cabinet 
decorations

Door - small

Door - middle Door - big

Containers and 
doors are sold 

separately, which 
allows you to 
combine your 

favourite colours. 
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ü4.
FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

Shelves

Wall shelves

Decorations
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Cabinet with shelves / bookcase
Cabinet is made of chipboard in maple shade. 
Two shelves included.
Dimensions: 75 x 86 x 40 cm (L x H x W).

UZ77001 - Maple shade 
UZ87001 - Beech shade 

Cabinet with shelves / Bookcase - high
Cabinet is made of chipboard in maple shade. Four shel-
ves included.
Dimensions: 75 x 138 x 40 cm (LxHxW).

UZ77002 - Maple shade 
UZ87002 - Beech shade 

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

Cabinet for container
Measurements: 75 x 43 x 40 cm (lLxHxW).

UZ77003 - Maple shade 
UZ87003 - Beech shade 

two shades available shade
MAPLE

shade
      BEECH   

Cabinets with shelves can be used also without doors 
and they can serve as a bookcase

Door
middle

Butterfly
- cabinet 

decoration

Blue flower
- cabinet decoration 

Door
big

Door
Small 

Container

possible 
variations

possible 
variations

possible 
variations

Door
Middle Dragon

- cabinet 
decoration

Door
Big

Find doors and decorations 
on next pages. 

Find doors and decorations 
on next pages. 

Find containers and decorations
on next pages. 
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Door - Middle
Dimensions: 35,5 x 53,5 cm.

PN20021 - yellow 
PN20022 - nude 
PN20023 - orange 
PN20024 - brown 
PN20025 - red 
PN20026 - green 
PN20027 - blue 

Door - Big
Dimensions: 35,5 x 79,5 cm.

PN20011 - yellow 
PN20012 - nude 
PN20013 - orange 
PN20014 - brown 
PN20015 - red 
PN20016 - green 
PN20017 - blue 

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

Door small
Dimensions: 35,5 x 27,5 cm.

PN20001 - yellow 
PN20002 - nude 
PN20003 - orange 
PN20004 - brown 
PN20005 - red 
PN20006 - green 
PN20007 - blue 

Container
Suitable for Cabinet for container (UZ77003, UZ87003). 
Measurements: 69,5 x 38 x 38 cm (LxHxW).

See all Cabinet decorations on 
pages 80 - 82.

Container with decoration
Suitable for Cabinet for container (UZ77003, UZ87003). 
Measurements: 69,5 x 38 x 38 cm (LxHxW).
Height without front decoration.

Possible 
variations

Possible 
variations

Possible variations

Possible 
variations

 MAPLE BEECH 
PN210501 PN220501 
 PN210503 PN220503 
 PN210505 PN220505 
 PN210506 PN220506 
 PN210507 PN220507 

 MAPLE BEECH 

PN210508 PN220508  

PN210509 PN220509 
 PN210510 PN220510 
 PN210511 PN220511 

door Small, Middle and Big 
in 7 colours
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- cabinet decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

- can be mounted on the back side of the cabinets

PN55034 
Cabinet decoration 
- Swan 
Dimensions: 72,5 x 63,5 cm (LxH).

PN55031 
Cabinet decoration 
- Dragon 
Dimensions: 82 x 74,5 cm (LxH).

PN55027 
Cabinet decoration 
- Castle fencing 
Dimensions: 70 x 22,5 cm (LxH).PN55033 

Cabinet decoration 
- Low tower 
Dimensions: 61 x 60 cm (LxH).

PN55030 
Cabinet decoration 
- Princess 
Dimensions: 60 x 69,5 cm (LxH).

PN55032 
Cabinet decoration 
- High tower 
Dimensions: 50 x 93 cm (LxH).

PN55028 
Cabinet decoration 
- Castle roof 
Dimensions: 75 x 61,5 cm (LxH).

PN55029 
Cabinet decoration 
- Prince 
Dimensions: 53 x 68 cm (LxH).
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- cabinet decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

- can be mounted on the back side of the cabinets

PN55012 
Cabinet decoration 
- Flower 
Dimensions: 63 x 60 cm (L x H).

PN55005 
Cabinet decoration 
- Mushroom 
Dimensions: 75 x 41 cm (L x H).

PN55015 
Cabinet decoration 
- Tree 
Dimensions: 90 x 94 cm (L x H).

PN55013 
Cabinet decoration 
- Elephant 
Dimensions: 72 x 52,5 cm (L x H).

PN55014 
Cabinet decoration 
- Palm 
Dimensions: 85,5 x 108,5 cm (L x H).

PN55011 
Cabinet decoration 
- Tulip 
Dimensions: 74,5 x 47 cm (L x H).

PN55016 
Cabinet decoration 
- Toadstool 
Dimensions: 75 x 59 cm (L x H).

PN55021 
Cabinet decoration 
- Hippo 
Dimensions: 74 x 42,5 cm (L x H).

PN55010 
Cabinet decoration 
- Sun 
Dimensions: 92 x 81 cm (L x H).

PN55017 
Cabinet decoration 
- Blue flower 
Dimensions: 75 x 24 cm (L x H).

PN55018 
Cabinet decoration 
- Red flower 
Dimensions: 75 x 24,5 cm (L x H).

PN55025 
Cabinet decoration 
- Bush 
Dimensions: 71,5 x 53 cm (L x H).

PN55026 
Cabinet decoration 
- Grass 
Dimensions: 75 x 18 cm (L x H).
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PN55003 
Cabinet decoration 
- Cat 
Dimensions: 57 x 41,5 cm (L x H).

PN55023 
Cabinet decoration 
- Rabbit 
Dimensions: 54 x 53 cm (L x H).

PN55007 
Cabinet decoration 
- Butterfly 
Dimensions: 78,5 x 49,5 cm (L x H).

PN55020 
Cabinet decoration 
- Hen 
Dimensions: 75 x 46 cm (L x H).

PN55006 
Cabinet decoration 
- Owl 
Dimensions: 68 x 48,5 cm (L x H).

PN55024 
Cabinet decoration 
- Pig 
Dimensions: 57,5 x 49 cm (L x H).

PN55009 
Cabinet decoration 
- Turtle 
Dimensions: 62 x 37 cm (L x H).

PN55008 
Cabinet decoration 
- Giraffe 
Dimensions: 45 x 98,5 cm (L x H).

PN55019 
Cabinet decoration 
- Lion 
Dimensions: 68 x 57 cm (L x H).

PN55022 
Cabinet decoration 
- Bear 
Dimensions: 74 x 53 cm (L x H).

PN55002 
Cabinet decoration 
- Snail 
Dimensions: 71 x 60,5 cm (L x H).

PN55001 
Cabinet decoration 
- Horse 
Dimensions: 64 x 85 cm (L x H).

PN55004 
Cabinet decoration 
- Hedgehog 
Dimensions: 73,5 x 38 cm (L x H).

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- cabinet decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

- can be mounted on the back side of the cabinets
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PN200406 
Decorative labyrinth - Ladybird 
Dimensions: 66 x 64 cm (L x H).  

PN200403 
Decorative labyrinth - Flower 
Dimensions: 70 x 55 cm (L x H).  

PN200404 
Decorative labyrinth - Grass 
Dimensions: 75 x 23,5 cm (L x H).  

PN200410 
Decorative labyrinth - Tree 
Dimensions: 89,5 x 98,5 cm (L x H).  

PN200401 
Decorative labyrinth - Sun 
Dimensions: 68 x 67 cm (L x H).  

PN200402 
Decorative labyrinth - Hedgehog 
Dimensions: 73 x 45 cm (L x H).  

PN200407 
Decorative labyrinth - Giraff 
Dimensions: 44 x 100 cm (L x H).  

PN200408 
Decorative labyrinth - Palm 
Dimensions: 84 x 108 cm (L x H).  

PN200411 
Decorative labyrinth - Tower 
Dimensions: 54 x 100 cm (L x H).  

PN200409 
Decorative labyrinth - Hippo 
Dimensions: 73 x 77 cm (L x H).  

PN200405 
Decorative labyrinth - Snail 
Dimensions: 67 x 45 cm (L x H).  

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- decorative labyrinths are made of high quality laminated MDF board
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- decorative labyrinths are made of high quality laminated MDF board

PN200419 
Decorative labyrinth - Wagon 2 
Dimensions: 52,5 x 51,5 cm (LxH).  

PN200418 
Decorative labyrinth - Wagon 1 
Dimensions: 52,5 x 51,5 cm (LxH).  

PN200417 
Decorative labyrinth - Locomotive 
Dimensions: 80 x 74,5 cm (LxH).  

PN200416 
Decorative labyrinth - Swan 
Dimensions: 75 x 59 cm (LxH).  

PN200415 
Decorative labyrinth - Butterfly 
Dimensions: 68 x 53 cm (LxH).  

PN200412 
Decorative labyrinth - Fencing 
Dimensions: 80 x 29,5 cm (LxH).  

PN200414 
Decorative labyrinth - Frog 
Dimensions: 70 x 83 cm (LxH).  

PN200413 
Decorative labyrinth - Crown 
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm (LxH).  
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PN200604 
Shelf - Tree
Dimensions: 120 x 134 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

PN200606 
Shelf Apple - tree 
Dimensions: 109 x 134 x 37 cm (L x H x W).  

PN200602 
Shelf - Hedgehog
Dimensions: 109 x 153 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

PN200603 
Shelf - Frog
Dimensions: 109 x 115 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- colour back sides of following shelves are made of high quality laminated MDF board 

- other parts are made of chipboard in maple shade

PN200607 
Shelf - Pear - tree
Dimensions: 109 x 121 x 37 cm (LxHxW).

PN200612 
Corner shelf - Pine
Dimensions: 59 x 125 x 60,5 cm (LxHxW).
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- colour back sides of following shelves are made of high quality laminated MDF board 

- other parts are made of chipboard in maple shade

PN200611 
Shelf - Princ
Dimensions: 109 x 130 x 37 cm (LxHxW).

PN200610 
Shelf - Princess
Dimensions: 109 x 130,5 x 37 cm (LxHxW).

PN200609 
Shelf - Laughing strawberry
Dimensions: 109 x 115 x 37 cm (LxHxW).

PN200608 
Shelf - Laughing pear
Dimensions: 109 x 122,5 x 37 cm (LxHxW).

PN200605 
Shelf - Jester 
Dimensions: 109 x 145,5 x 37 cm (L x H x W).  

PN200601 
Shelf - Toadstool
Dimensions: 109 x 146 x 37 cm (L x H x W).
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PN200701  

Wall shelf - Turtle
Dimensions: 107 x 53 x 25 cm (L x H x W).

PN200702  

Wall shelf - Frog
Dimensions: 96,5 x 77,5 x 25 cm (L x H x W).

PN200704  

Wall shelf - Dragon
Dimensions: 108 x 63,5 x 25 cm (LxHxW).

PN200705  

Wall shelf - Butterfly
Dimensions: 109,5 x 76,5 x 25 cm (LxHxW).

PN200703  

Wall shelf - Crown
Dimensions: 109 x 72,5 x 25 cm (LxHxW).

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- colour back sides of following shelves are made of high quality laminated MDF board 

- other parts are made of chipboard in maple shade
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Length:
3,95 m

PN200455

PN200453

Length:
3,75 m

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- furniture bodies are made of chipboard in maple or beech shade

- all colour front parts, doors and decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

Furniture set CASTLE
Total height: 200 cm. 
Total length: 3,95 m.

PN200455 - MAPLE shade 
PN300455 - BEECH shade 

Furniture set ZOO
Total height: 194,5 cm. 
Total length: 3,75 m.

PN200453 - MAPLE shade 
PN300453 - BEECH shade 
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PN200452

Length:
3,75 m

PN200451

Length:
3,75 m

FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- furniture bodies are made of chipboard in maple or beech shade

- all colour front parts, doors and decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

Furniture set MEADOW
Total height: 219 cm. 
Total length: 3,75 m.

PN200451 - MAPLE shade 
PN300451 - BEECH shade 

Furniture set FORREST
Total height: 186,5 cm. 
Total length: 3,75 m.

PN200452 - MAPLE shade 
PN300452 - BEECH shade 
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

- furniture bodies are made of chipboard in maple or beech shade
- all colour front parts, doors and decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

PN200454

Length:
3,75 m

Furniture set FARM
Total height: 179,5 cm. 
Total length: 3,75 m.

PN200454 - MAPLE shade 
PN300454 - BEECH shade 

Furniture set
PN200462

total length:
3,00 m
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

- furniture bodies are made of chipboard in maple shade
- all colour front parts, doors and decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

total length:
3,34 m

Furniture set
PN200464

Furniture set
PN200463

total length:
3,20 m
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series

- furniture bodies are made of chipboard in maple shade
- all colour front parts, doors and decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

Furniture set
PN200465

total length:
3,34 m

Furniture set
PN200466

total length:
3,00 m
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- furniture bodies are made of chipboard in maple shade

- all colour front parts, doors and decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

Furniture set
PN200467

Furniture set
PN200468

total length:
3,95 m

total length:
3,95 m
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FAIRY-TALE Furniture series
- furniture bodies are made of chipboard in maple shade

- all colour front parts, doors and decorations are made of high quality laminated MDF board

total length:
3,95 m

Furniture set
PN200469

Furniture set
PN200461

total length:
3,00 m
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PRACTIC Furniture series

plastic
containers

- 3 sizes 
- 12 colours

small

middle

big

Series 
in BeeCH

shade

doors 
in 7 coloursBeeCH

orangenudeyellow

brown red green blue

simply
to assemble

doors are made of 
quality laminated 
MdF board with 
beech knob

possibility to use 
practical plastic 

containers in various 
combinations

cabinets are available in two heights
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PRACTIC Furniture series

shade
      BEECH   

Cabinets with shelves, doors 
and containers

PRACTIC series  
This series allows you to create various furniture sets, according to your needs. 
Cabinet types allow you to use plastic containers - you can choose their colours and sizes. 
Cabinets can also be used with colourfull doors. 
The series is made of quality chipboard in BEECH shade. 
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PRACTIC Furniture series
- cabinets made of quality chipboard in beech shade, available in 2 heights

- doors made of quality laminated MDF board with beech knob, availabe in 7 colours
- plastic containers in 3 sizes and 12 colours

UZ520101 
Cabinet - external corner 
Measurements: 44 x 94 x 44 cm 
(L x H x W).

UZ520202 
Cabinet - internal corner 
Measurements: 36,5 x 94 x 69,5 cm 
(L x H x W).

UZ520201 
Corner cabinet for containers 
Possible to use with 9 small plastic containers or 
with containers in various combinations. 
Containers are not included. 
Measurements: 36,5 x 94 x 69,5 cm (L x H x W).  

UZ520301 
Cabinet with 2 compartments 
- Type A 
Possible to use with 18 small plastic containers 
or with containers in various combinations. 
Containers are not included.  
Measurements: 70 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.
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PRACTIC Furniture series

UZ520303 
Cabinet with s 2 compartments 
- Type C 
4 shelves included. Possible to use with doors (left 
and right) or without doors. 
Measurements: 70 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

UZ520302 
Cabinet with 2 compartments
- Type B 
2 shelves included. Possible to use with 9 small 
plastic containers or with containers in various com-
binations. Possible to use with doors (left or right). 
Doors can be mounted only on the side with shel-
ves. Doors and containers are not included.  
Measurements: 70 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

UZ520401 
Cabinet with 3 compartments 
- Type A 
Possible to use with 27 small plastic containers or 
with containers in various combinations.
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.

Find doors on page 102. 

Find doors on page 102. 
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PRACTIC Furniture series

UZ520402 
Cabinet with 3 compartments 
- Type B 
2 shelves included. Possible to use with 18 small 
plastic containers or with containers in various com-
binations. Containers are not included. 
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

UZ520403 
Cabinet with 3 compartments
- Type C 
3 shelves included. Possible to use with 15 small 
plastic containers or with containers in various com-
binations. Containers are not included. 
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

UZ520404 
Cabinet with 3 compartments
- Type D 
4 shelves included. Possible to use with 10 small 
plastic containers or with containers in various com-
binations. Containers are not included. 
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.
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UZ520407 
Cabinet with 3 compartments 
- Type G 
6 shelves included. Possible to use with 
doors (left and right) or without doors. 
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm 
(L x H x W).

UZ520405 
Cabinet with 3 compartmnets 
- Type E 
5 shelves included. Possible to use with 5 
small plastic containers or with containers in 
various combinations. Possible to use with 
doors (left and right). Doors can be mounted 
only on the side with shelves. Containers and 
doors are not included.
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm 
(L x H x W).

UZ520406 
Cabinet with 3 compartments
- Type F 
4 shelves included. Possible to use with 9 
small plastic containers or with containers in 
various combinations. Possible to use with do-
ors (left and right). Doors can be mounted only 
on the side with shelves. Containers and do-
ors are not included. 
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm 
(L x H x W).

PRACTIC Furniture series

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.

Find doors on page 102. 
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UZ520408 
Cabinet with 3 compartments 
- Type H 
4 shelves included. Possible to use with 9 
small plastic containers or with containers in 
various combinations. Possible to use with do-
ors (right). Doors can be mounted only on the 
side with shelves. Containers and doors are 
not included. 
Measurements: 103,5 x 94 x 44 cm 
(L x H x W).

UZ520501 
Cabinet for MAX containers 
 - Type A 
2 shelves included. Possible to use with 2 MAX 
containers (not included).
Measurements: 70 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

UZ520502 
Cabinet for MAX containers 
 - Type B 
1 shelf included. Possible to use with 6 
small plastic containers or with containers 
in various combinations and with 2 MAX 
containers on wheels. Containers are not 
included. 
Measurements: 70 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

PRACTIC Furniture series

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on pages 102 - 103.

Find doors on page 102. 
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UZ520503 
Cabinet for MAX containers 
 - Type C 
Possible to use with 12 small plastic containers 
or with containers in various combinations and 
with 2 MAX containers on wheels. Containers 
are not included. 
Measurements: 70 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

Doors PRACTIC Right
Measurements: 31 x 81,5 cm (L x H).

PN81511 - yellow   
PN81512 - nude   
PN81513 - orange   
PN81514 - brown   
PN81515 - red   
PN81516 - green   
PN81517 - blue   

Doors PRACTIC Left
Measurements: 31 x 81,5 cm (L x H).

PN81521 - yellow  
PN81522 - nude   
PN81523 - orange   
PN81524 - brown   
PN81525 - red   
PN81526 - green   
PN81527 - blue   

Doors PRACTIC 
Suitable for: 

- Cabinet with s 2 compartments - Type B
- Cabinet with s 2 compartments - Type C
- Cabinet with s 3 compartments - Type E
- Cabinet with s 3 compartments - Type F
- Cabinet with s 3 compartments - Type G
- Cabinet with s 3 compartments - Type H

GCAS3 
Wheels
for MAX container
Set of 4.

MAX container
Measurements: 30 x 31 x 42,7 cm
(H x W x L).

G306 - blue  
G305  - purple  
G310  - green  
G309  - red  
G302  - yellow  
G307  - pink Fuchsia 
G326  - spheric blue  
G320  - transparent  
G320L  - transparent lemon  
G320B  - transparent bilberry  
G320S  - transparent strawberry  
G320G  - transparent grape  

PRACTIC Furniture series

Doors are suitable for cabinets 
on pages 98, 100, 101. 
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containers and accessories for PRACTIC furniture series

plastic containers in 12 colours:

Insert for small 
container
GIN3 - 3 compartmets 
GIN4 - 4 compartmets  
GIN6 - 6 compartmets  
GIN8 - 8 compartmets  

GLF1  
Cover for container

Small container
Measurements: 7,5 x 31 x 42,7 cm. (HxWxL)

G106 - blue  
G105  - purple  
G110  - green 
G109  - red  
G102  - yellow  
G107  - pink Fuchsia  
G126  - spheric blue  
G120  - transparent  
G120L  - transparent lemon  
G120B  - transparent bilberry  
G120S  - transparent strawberry  
G120G  - transparent grape  

Big container
Measurements: 23 x 31 x 42,7 cm. (HxWxL)

G2506 - blue  
G2505  - purple  
G2510   - green  
G2509  - red  
G2502  - yellow  
G2507   - pink Fuchsia  
G2526  - spheric blue  
G2520  - transparent  
G2520L   - transparent lemon  
G2520B   - transparent bilberry  
G2520S  - transparent strawberry  
G2520G  - transparent grape  

Middle container
Measurements: 15 x 31 x 42,7 cm. (HxWxL)

G206 - blue  
G205  - purple  
G210  - green  
G209  - red  
G202  - yellow  
G207  - pink Fuchsia  
G226  - spheric blue  
G220  - transparent  
G220L  - transparent lemon  
G220B  - transparent bilberry  
G220S  - transparent strawberry  
G220G  - transparent grape  

yellow

redgreen

pink Fuchsia
spheric blue

purpleblue

transparent

transparent 
lemon transparent 

bilberry
transparent 
strawberry

transparent 
grape

PRACTIC Furniture series

GP5W 
Plastic runners - pair 
Suitable for our containers.
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cabinet with small door

cabinet with large door
cabinet with small and 
large door

red

UZ520601 
Shelf cabinet for doors - low 
2 shelves included. Possible to use with doors - small or large 
(not included), or without doors.  
Measurements: 75 x 94 x 44 cm (L x H x W).

UZ520602 
Shelf cabinet for doors 
- high 
4 shelves included. Possible to use 
with doors (small and large). Doors 
are not included.
Measurements: 75 x 150 x 44 cm 
(L x H x W).

Doors PRACTIC small
Pair of doors.
Measurements: 35 x 55,5 cm (L x H).

PN55511 - yellow  
PN55512 - nude  
PN55513 - orange  
PN55514 - brown  
PN55515 - red  
PN55516 - green  
PN55517 - blue  

Doors PRACTIC large
Pair of doors.
Measurements: 35 x 83,5 cm (L x H).

PN83511 - yellow  
PN83512 - nude   
PN83513 - orange   
PN83514 - brown   
PN83515 - red   
PN83516 - green   
PN83517 - blue   

PRACTIC Furniture series

Find doors on this page. 

Find doors on this page. 
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Cabinet decorations 
Made of high quality laminated MDF boards.

Suitable for shelf cabinets UZ520601 a UZ520602.
Should be mounted on the back side of the cabinet.

PN55001 
Cabinet decoration 
- Horse 
Measurements: 64 x 85 cm (L x H).

PN55002 
Cabinet decoration
- Snail 
Measurements: 71 x 60,5 cm (L x H).

PN55003 
Cabinet decoration
- Cat 
Measurements: 57 x 41,5 cm (L x H).

PN55004 
Cabinet decoration
- Hedgehog 
Measurements: 73,5 x 38 cm (L x H).

PN55005 
Cabinet decoration
- Mushroom 
Measurements: 75 x 41 cm (L x H).

PN55007 
Cabinet decoration
- Butterfly 
Measurements: 78,5 x 49,5 cm (L x H).

PN55008 
Cabinet decoration
- Giraffe 
Measurements: 45 x 98,5 cm (L x H).

PN55009 
Cabinet decoration
- Turtle 
Measurements: 62 x 37 cm (L x H).

PN55006 
Cabinet decoration
- Owl 
Measurements: 68 x 48,5 cm (L x H).

PRACTIC Furniture series
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PN55010 
Cabinet decoration
- Sun 
Measurements: 92 x 81 cm (L x H).

PN55011 
Cabinet decoration
- Tulip 
Measurements: 74,5 x 47 cm (L x H).

PN55012 
Cabinet decoration
- Flower 
Measurements: 63 x 60 cm (L x H).

PN55013 
Cabinet decoration
- Elephant 
Measurements: 72 x 52,5 cm (L x H).

PN55014 
Cabinet decoration
- Palm tree 
Measurements: 85,5 x 108,5 cm (L x H).

PN55015 
Cabinet decoration
- Tree 
Measurements: 90 x 94 cm (L x H).

PN55017 
Blue flower 
Measurements: 75 x 24 cm (L x H).

PN55018 
Cabinet decoration
- Red flower 
Measurements: 75 x 24,5 cm (L x H).

PN55019 
Cabinet decoration
- Lion 
Measurements: 68 x 57 cm (L x H).

PN55016 
Cabinet decoration
- Toadstool 
Measurements: 75 x 59 cm (L x H).

PRACTIC Furniture series

Cabinet decorations 
Made of high quality laminated MDF boards.

Suitable for shelf cabinets UZ520601 a UZ520602.
Should be mounted on the back side of the cabinet.

See more cabinet decorations on 
pages 80 - 82.
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PRACTIC 1
UZ522101

PRACTIC 2
UZ522102

Total length:
2,95 m

Total length:
2,90 m

Total length:
3,68 m

PRACTIC 3
UZ522103

PRACTIC Furniture series
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Total length:
3,24 m

PRACTIC 4
UZ522104

Tottal length:
3,94 m

PRACTIC 5
UZ522105

PRACTIC Furniture series
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Total length:
4,32 m

PRACTIC 6
UZ522106

Total length:
4,27 m

PRACTIC 7
UZ522107

Legth of long side:
4,63 m

Length of short side:
1,73 m

PRACTIC 8
UZ522108

PRACTIC Furniture series
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KOLOR Furniture series

series in white colour

quality and safe 
materials and 

accessories

white

doors and drawers
of this series
in eight colours

special shelf 
holders

no visible screws 

cabinets in 4 various heights

you can choose the knob for 
your door and srawers in 

square or circle shape 
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KOLOR Furniture series

Various colour combinations are available thanks 
to the doors and drawers, 
which are sold separately

Various types 
of cabinets

KOLOR series
Cabinets are made of white chipboard boards, which makes them universal. Doors and 
drawers are available in 8 colours - you can create many colour combinations. 
Doors and drawers are sold separately, which allows you to use more colours in 
one furniture set. KOLOR series contains various cabinet types. 

shade
WHITE
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KOLOR Furniture series
- cabinets made of quality chipboard in white colour, available in 4 heights

- doors availabe in 8 colours
- 2 types of door and drawer knobs

UZ510007 
Small ablong cabinet 
1 movable shelf included. Possible to use with 
doors (small). Doors are not included.
Measurements: 83,4 x 49,4 x 40 cm (L x H x W).

UZ510006 
Small ablong cabinet 
for drawers 
Suitable for 2 wide drawers - not included.
Measurements: 83,4 x 49,4 x 40 cm 
(L x H x W).

UZ510005 
Small tight cabinet
1 immovable shelf included.
Possible to use with doors (small or large), 
mounted on left or right side. Doors are not 
included.
Measurements: 42 x 90 x 40 cm (L x H x W).

Find doors and drawers 
on page 115. 
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KOLOR Furniture series

UZ510004 
High tight cabinet 
3 immovable shelves included.
ossible to use with doors on the bottom part 
(small or large - not included). Doors can be mo-
unted on the right or left side.
Measurements: 42 x 172,9 x 40 cm (L x H x W).

UZ510001 
Square cabinet for doors and 
drawers 
1 immovable and 1 movable shelves included. 
Upper part with shelf is possible to use with 
small doors. Bottom part is possible to use 
with 2 wide drawers. Doors and drawers are 
not included.
Measurements: 83,4 x 90 x 40 cm (L x H x W).

Find doors and drawers 
on page 115. 
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UZ510011 
Square cabinet for drawers 
1 immovable shelf included.
Possible to use with 4 wide drawers (not inclu-
ded). Measurements: 83,4 x 90 x 40 cm 
(L x H x W).

UZ510002 
Square cabinet for doors 
1 immovable and 2 movable shelves included. 
Possible to use with doors (small or large). Do-
ors are not included. 
Measurements: 83,4 x 90 x 40 cm (L x H x W).

UZ510003 
Shelf cabinet for doors 
2 immovable and 1 movable shelves included. Possible 
to use with small or large doors - not included. 
Measurements: 83,4 x 131,4 x 40 cm (L x H x W).

KOLOR Furniture series

Find doors and drawers 
on page 115. 
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Small door KOLOR
Suitable for UZ510005, UZ510007, 
UZ510004, UZ510002, UZ510001, 
UZ510003.
Measurements: 41 x 41 cm. 

UZ591114 - yellow 
UZ591303 - orange 
UZ591630 - light green 
UZ591628 - dark green 
UZ591314 - light pink 
UZ591315 - dark pink 
UZ591522 - light blue 
UZ591523 - dark blue 

Small door KOLOR PLUS
Suitable for UZ510005, UZ510007, 
UZ510004, UZ510002, UZ510001, 
UZ510003.
Measurements: 41 x 41 cm. 

UZ691114 - yellow 
UZ691303 - orange 
UZ691630 - light green 
UZ691628 - dark green 
UZ691314 - light pink 
UZ691315 - dark pink 
UZ691522 - light blue 
UZ691523 - dark blue 

Large door KOLOR
Suitable for UZ510005, UZ510004, 
UZ510002, UZ510003. 
Measurements: 41 x 82,5 cm. 

UZ592114 - yellow 
UZ592303 - orange 
UZ592630 - light green 
UZ592628 - dark green 
UZ592314 - light pink 
UZ592315 - dark pink 
UZ592522 - light blue 
UZ592523 - dark blue 

Large door KOLOR PLUS
Suitable for UZ510005, UZ510004, 
UZ510002, UZ510003. 
Measurements: 41 x 82,5 cm. 

UZ692114 - yellow 
UZ692303 - orange 
UZ692630 - light green 
UZ692628 - dark green 
UZ692314 - light pink 
UZ692315 - dark pink 
UZ692522 - light blue 
UZ692523 - dark blue 

Wide drawer KOLOR
Suitable for UZ510011, UZ510001, UZ510006. 
Measurements: 82,5 x 20,8 x 37 cm (L x H x W). 

UZ593114 - yellow 
UZ593303 - orange 
UZ593630 - light green 
UZ593628 - dark green 
UZ593314 - light pink 
UZ593315 - dark pink 
UZ593522 - light blue 
UZ593523 - dark blue 

Wide drawer KOLOR PLUS
Suitable for UZ510011, UZ510001, UZ510006. 
Measurements: 82,5 x 20,8 x 37 cm (L x H x W). 

UZ693114 - yellow 
UZ693303 - orange 
UZ693630 - light green 
UZ693628 - dark green 
UZ693314 - light pink 
UZ693315 - dark pink 
UZ693522 - light blue 
UZ693523 - dark blue 

possible to choose from 
2 types of door and 
drawer knobs 

KOLOR Furniture series
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UZ333000 
Supplementary shelves - set of 2
Measurements: 79,5 x 39,5 x 1,8 cm (L x W x H).

UZ510009 
Bookcase
Measurements: 83,4 x 40,6 x 40 cm 
(L x H x W). 

Bookcase can be placed 
on cabinets

with 83,4 cm width.

UZ510008 
Writing desk 
Measurements: 110 x 71,8 x 58 cm (L x H x W). 

UZ510010 
Shelf for art tools 
Measurements: 83,4 x 9,6 x 40 cm (L x H x W). 

Small drawer KOLOR
Suitable only for UZ510008.
Measurements: 41 x 20,8 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

UZ594114 - yellow 
UZ594303 - orange 
UZ594630 - light green 
UZ594628 - dark green 
UZ594314 - light pink 
UZ594315 - dark pink 
UZ594522 - light blue 
UZ594523 - dark blue 

Small drawer KOLOR PLUS
Suitable only for UZ510008.
Measurements: 41 x 20,8 x 37 cm (L x H x W).

UZ694114 - yellow 
UZ694303 - orange 
UZ694630 - light green 
UZ694628 - dark green 
UZ694314 - light pink 
UZ694315 - dark pink 
UZ694522 - light blue 
UZ694523 - dark blue 

KOLOR Furniture series
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KOLOR 1
UZ510101

KOLOR 2
UZ510102

Total length:
3,34 m

Total length:
2,92 m

KOLOR Furniture series
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Total length:
2,92 m

Total length:
3,34 m

KOLOR 3
UZ510103

KOLOR 4
UZ510104

KOLOR Furniture series
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Total length:
3,76 m

Total length:
3,34 m

KOLOR 6
UZ510106

KOLOR 5
UZ510105

KOLOR Furniture series
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Total length:
3,34 m

Total length:
3,34 m

KOLOR 7
UZ510107

KOLOR 8
UZ510108

KOLOR Furniture series
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KOLOR 9
UZ510109

Total length:
3,34 m

Total length:
3,76 m

KOLOR 10
UZ510110

KOLOR Furniture series
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MAGIC FURNITURE series

parts with grooves
in 6 colours

yellow, blue, orange,
green, vanilla, red

all cabinet doors of the Magic fur-
niture are equipped with a noiseless 
closing mechanism. this enables 
the furniture to fulfil an 
important safety function when 
being handled by small children 
and prevents the furniture from 
being damaged by harsh treatment.

  The main idea of this series is to create various furniture sets with many possibilities of combination.
Magic furniture series contains cabinets, wardrobes, trolleys with wheels and beds, which have a 

construction made of laminated chipboard in maple shade. 
Doors, drawer fronts, container fronts, 

trolley side boards and bed fronts are made of 18 mm MDF board coated with water resist foil. 
The grooves can be placed on the door and fronts - choose from 50 motives on page 22.

 Please, find more products, details and information about 
MAGIC FURNITURE in our 2015 Magic Furniture Export catalogue, which 
is also valid. You can see and download the catalogue from our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu

special type 
of shelves 

holder

grooves make 
3d effect

safe - 
round 
edges

drawers are equipped with a 
locking drawer slide

solid and stable
construction of drawers 

and containers

special wave-
shaped cutout 
prevents small 
children from 

injuries

all cabinets 
have a cutout 

for skirting

no 
visible 
screws

silent and 
SAFE

stabile 
back side 

Cabinets
in MaPle 

shade
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effect

MAGIC FURNITURE series

combination of
maple wood
and colourful
groove motives

Wide range of wardrobes - open, 
with Bench, cabinet...

wide range of accessories:
- decoration shelves, cabinets with shelves
- wall decorations
- products for bathrooms
- various bed types
- seats 
- tables and chairs

beautiful
details

made of high 
quality 

materials
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Furniture set
SNOW WHITE

RZ01

Furniture set
FARM
RZ02

Measurements:
390 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
CASTLE
RZ03

Furniture set
MEADOW

RZ04

Measurements:
314 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
AFRICA
RZ05

Furniture set
CIRCUS
RZ06

Measurements:
314 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Measurements:
234 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Furniture set
CASTLE MIDI

RZ08

Furniture set
DOMINO

RZ07

Measurements:
314 x 180 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
LADYBIRDS

RZ10

Furniture set
CASTLE MAXI

RZ09

Measurements:
394 x 174 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
234 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD 1

RZ11

Furniture set
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD 2

ZT108

Measurements:
390 x 144 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
314 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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4,48 m

1,86 m

MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Total height: 165 cm
Cabinets´ width: 40 cm

Furniture set
ZT99

Furniture set
ZT109

Furniture set
ZT121

Measurements:
238 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
394 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Measurements:
314 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Furniture set
ZT124

Furniture set
ZT119

Furniture set
ZT105

Furniture set
ZT113

Measurements:
314 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
314 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
ZT123

Furniture set
ZT126

Furniture set
ZT128

Furniture set
ZT127

Furniture set
ZT125

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Total length:
1,58 m

Total length:
1,58 m

Total length:
1,58 m

Total length:
1,58 m

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
ZT107

Furniture set
ZT110

Furniture set
ZT106

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
312 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
316 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
ZT112

Furniture set
ZT111

Furniture set
ZT114

Measurements:
314 x 86 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
394 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
ZT117

Furniture set
ZT116

Furniture set
ZT115

Measurements:
314 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
314 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 165 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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MAGIC FURNITURE series
NEW variations which are not included in our 2015 

export catalogue

Furniture set
ZT118

Furniture set
ZT120

Furniture set
ZT122

Measurements:
314 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

Measurements:
390 x 126 x 40 cm 

(LxHxW)

See the whole offer of Magic Furniture in 
our 2015 Export catalogue on our website 

www.kindergartenmagic.eu. 
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF33510 
Rainbow seats, set of 10 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 5 cm.

EDF12007 
Mattress Sun
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Stitched eyes and mouth.
Measurements: Ø 120 cm, thickness 7 cm.

EDF50180 
Foam set Sun / Moon
Made of foam and coated with high quality 
artificial leather. Stitched eyes and mouth. 
Measurements of the inner part: Ø 80  x 50 cm.
Measurements of the outer part: Ø 100 x 50 cm.

Find seats on page 15.
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF11079  

Rocking chair Cat
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 67 x 30 x 48 cm.

EDF11080  

Rocking chair Snail
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 67 x 30 x 48 cm.

Banana seesaw
Measurements: 80 x 30 x 50 cm. 

EDF30001 - yellow 
EDF30003 - red 
EDF30002 - blue 
EDF30004 - green 

EDF30011 
Bird Seesaw
Measurements: 83 x 30 x 50 cm.
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

Rehabilitation tunnel
Bow with head.
Inner cutout: 45 x 42 cm (LxH).
Measurements: LxWxH. 

1. EDF11110 - Cat (80 x 29 x 90 cm) 
2. EDF11111 - Monkey (80 x 29 x 90 cm) 
3. EDF11112 - Frog (80 x 29 x 85 cm) 
4. EDF11113 - Mouse (80 x 29 x 92 cm) 
5. EDF11114 - Tiger (80 x 29 x 90 cm) 

Tunnel - bow
Thin side: 80 x 30 x 60 cm (LxWxH).
Thick side: 80 x 45 x 60 cm (LxWxH).
Inner cutout: 45 x 42 cm (LxH).

EDF21106 - yellow 
EDF21109 - orange 
EDF21107 - red 
EDF21104 - pink 
EDF21110 - green 
EDF21108 - blue 

Rehabilitation tunnel
Create a colourfull tunnel by connecting individual bows. You can choose a motive, colour and length. 

Bows are joined together thanks to the velcro strips. 

EDF21210 
Tunnel - yellow obow with a tail
Suitable for tunnel ending.
Only yellow colour available.
Thin side: 80 x 30 x 68 cm (LxWxH).
Thick side: 80 x 45 x 68 cm (LxWxH).
Inner cutout: 45 x 42 cm (LxH). 
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200 cm

60 cm

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

connect more tunnels together and 
create various paths

EDF21139  

Foam tunnel - small
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 60 x 60 cm.

EDF21331  

Foam tunnel holder
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 80 x 70 x 10 cm.

EDF21330  

Foam tunnel - large
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 60 x 200 cm.

EDF21030  

Polvalec do tunelu
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 45 x 100 x 50 cm (LxWxH).

EDF21031  

Tunel malý
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 65 x 100 x 60 cm (LxWxH). 
Foam thickness: 10 cm.

EDF21032  

Tunnel middle
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 85 x 100 x 70 cm (LxWxH).
Foam thickness: 10 cm.

EDF21033  

Tunnel big
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 105 x 100 x 80 cm (LxWxH). 
Foam thickness: 10 cm. 
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF21300  

Set of mattresses Megaform
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
stairs 24 x 24 x 48 cm - 2 pcs.,
triangle 12 x 96 x 96 cm - 1 pc,
small triangle 12 x 48 x 48 cm - 1 pc.,
wide squares 24 x 48 x 48 cm - 3 pcs.,
thin square 12 x 48 x 48 cm - 1 pc.

EDF21320  

Cube
Material: foam + artificial leather. 
Measurements: 90 x 90 x 90 cm.

EDF21060 
Super bricks
Set consists of 10 bricks.
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 24 x 12 x 6 cm (LxWxH).
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33 pcs !

Park

1 pc

2 pcs
2 pcs 1 pc

2 pcs

4 pcs2 pcs

2 pcs

4 pcs

1 pc
4 pcs

2 pcs 2 pcs

2 ks 2 pcs

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF21337  

Cover for foam set - 33 pcs
Measurements14: 120 x 210 x 60 cm.

EDF28500  

Foam set - 33 pcs
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains: 
long roll (EDF21002) - 2 pcs,
middle roll (EDF21052) - 1 pc,
short roll (EDF21047) - 4 pcs,
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 2 pcs,
small cuboid (EDF21050) - 1 pc,
small cube (EDF21049) - 4 pcs,
long triangle (EDF21003) - 2 pcs,
middle triangle (EDF21051) - 1 pc,
short triangle (EDF21048) - 4 pcs,
long half - roll (EDF21045) - 2 pcs,
small plain cuboid (EDF21046) - 2 pcs,
roof (EDF21053) - 2 pcs,
bow - 1/2 (EDF21054) - 2 pcs,
mini bridge (EDF21103) - 2 pcs,
small roof (EDF21102) - 2 pcs.

rocket

setout

possible 
arrangements
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18 pcs !

2 pcs
2 pcs

2 pcs

4 pcs

2 pcs

4 pcs

1 pc 1 pc

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF22133 
Cover for foam set - 18 pcs 
Measurements: 80 x 150 x 60 cm.

EDF21160   

Foam set - 18 pcs 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 2 pcs,
small cuboid (EDF21050) - 2 pcs,
middle triangle (EDF21051) - 2 pcs,
short triangle (EDF21048) - 4 pcs,
small roof (EDF21102) - 1 pc,
small cube (EDF21049) - 4 pcs,
mini bridge (EDF21103) - 2 pcs,
square base (EDF21004) - 1 pc.

possible 
arrangements

church
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2 pcs

2 pcs

4 pcs

1 pc

1 pc

4 pcs

4 pcs
4 pcs

3 pcs

4 pcs

9 pcs

28 pcs !

10 pcs !

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF999002  

Foam set - 10 pcs
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
small roof (EDF21102) - 2 pcs,
short roll (EDF21047) - 4 pcs,
small cube (EDF21049) - 1 pc,
small cuboid (EDF21050) - 2 pcs,
middle roll (EDF21052) - 1 pc.

EDF999001  

Foam set - 28 pcs
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
small roof (EDF21102) - 4 pcs,
short triangle (EDF21048) - 4 pcs,
short roll (EDF21047) - 4 pcs,
small cuboid (EDF21050) - 4 pcs,
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 3 pcs,
small cube (EDF21049) - 9 pcs.
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1 pc

2 pcs 4 pcs
2 pcs

1 pc

4 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

4 pcs

2 pcs

14 pcs !

10 pcs !

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

possible
arrangements

EDF999003  

Foam set - 14 pcs
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
small roof (EDF21102) - 4 pcs,
short triangle (EDF21048) - 4 pcs,
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 2 pcs,
mini bridge (EDF21103) - 2 pcs,
small cuboid (EDF21050) - 2 pcs.

EDF999004  

Corner set with balancing bars
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
halfround hollow stairs (EDF21018) - 1 pc,
cube (EDF21012) - 1 pc,
mattress 120 (EDF12065) - 2 pcs,
square base (EDF21004) - 4 pcs,
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 2 pcs.
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9 pcs !

8 pcs !

1 pc

1 pc2 pcs

2 pcs

1 pc

2 pcs

2 pcs

1 pc

1 pc

4 pcs

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF999006  

Set GATE 1
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
hexagon 1/2 (EDF21029) - 1 pc,
square base (EDF21004) - 4 pcs,
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 1 pc,
mattress 120 (EDF12065) - 2 pcs.

EDF999005  

Obstacle race
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
roll base (EDF21055) - 2 pcs,
small ramp (EDF21015) - 2 pcs,
long roll (EDF21002) - 1 pc,
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 1 pc,
mini bridge (EDF21103) - 2 pcs,
mattress 120 (EDF12065) - 1 pc.
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1 pc

1 pc 2 pcs

10 pcs !

6 pcs !

2 pcs
4 pcs

1 pc 2 pcs

2 pcs

1 pc

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF999007  

Set GATE 2
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
hexagon 1/2 (EDF21029) - 1 pc,
square base (EDF21004) - 2 pcd,
mini bridge (EDF21103) - 4 pcs,
long roll (EDF21002) - 1 pc,
mattress 120 (EDF12065) - 2 pcs.

EDF999008 
Set RAINBOW
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
hexagon 1/2 (EDF21029) - 1 pc,
small ramp (EDF21015) - 2 pcs,
square base (EDF21004) - 2 pcs,
mattress 120 (EDF12065) - 1 pc.
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5 pcs !

5 pcs !

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc
2 pcs

1 pc

1 pc

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF21335  

Set Tower
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
halfround bulge stairs (EDF21017) - 1 pcs,
stairs - 4 steps (EDF49060) - 1 pc,
halfround hollow stairs (EDF21018) - 1 pc,
big ramp (EDF21014) - 1 pc,
cube (EDF21012) - 1 pc.

EDF21332  

Zostava Most
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
stairs - 4 steps (EDF49060) - 1 pc,
square base (EDF21004) - 2 pcs,
long cuboid (EDF21001) - 1 pc,
big ramp (EDF21014) - 1 pc.
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1 pc

2 pcs

1 pc

4 pcs !

1 pc

1 pc

2 pcs

1 pc

5 pcs !

1 pc

1 pc1 pc

1 pc

4 pcs !

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF999010  

Set DUMBELL
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
small circle (EDF21006) - 2 pcs,
long roll (EDF21002) - 1 pc,
folding mattress - hard (EDF007T) - 1 pc.

EDF999009  

Set TRIANGLE
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
middle triangle (EDF21051) - 1 pc,
mini bridge (EDF21103) - 2 pcs,
long roll (EDF21002) - 1 pc,
mattress 120 (EDF12065) - 1 pc.

EDF21333  

Set TUNNEL
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
big circle (EDF21007) - 1 pc,
big ramp (EDF21014) - 1 pc,
big base (EDF21005) - 1 pc,
stairs - 4 steps (EDF49060) - 1 pc.
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3 pcs !

4 pcs !

5 pcs !

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF999011  

Set BRIDGES
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
halfround bulge stairs (EDF21017) - 1 pc,
bridge 1 (EDF12114) - 1 pc,
bridge 2 (EDF12115) - 1 pc,
cube (EDF21012) - 1 pc.

EDF999017  

Set FOUR HILLS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
halfround bulge stairs (EDF21017) - 1 pc,
halfround hollow stairs (EDF21018) - 1 pc,
bridge 2 (EDF12115) - 1 pc,
big ramp (EDF21014) - 1 pc,
stairs - 4 steps (EDF49060) - 1 pc.

EDF999016  

Set BRIDGE 2
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
halfround bulge stairs (EDF21017) - 1 pc,
bridge 2 (EDF12115) - 1 pc,
big ramp (EDF21014) - 1 pc.
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF12115 
Bridge 2
Consists of 4 elements. 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 120 x 60 x 60 cm.

EDF12114 
Bridge 1
Consists of 2 elements. 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 100 x 60 cm.

EDF21018  

Halfround hollow stairs
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 60 x 60 cm.

EDF21017 
Halfround bulge stairs
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 60 x 60 cm.

EDF49060  

Stairs - 4 steps
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 60 x 60 cm.

EDF21020  

Wave
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 60 x 60 cm.
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF21103  

Mini bridge
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 30 x 30 cm.

EDF21004 
Square base
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 30 x 60 cm.

EDF21046  

Small plain cuboid
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 120 x 30 x 15 cm.

EDF21055 
Roll base
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 30 x 60 cm. 

EDF21053 
Roof 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 30 x 30 cm.  

EDF21054  

Bow - 1/2
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 30 x 30 cm.
Inner radius: 15 cm.

EDF21101  

Big roof
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 127 x 30 x 90 cm.

EDF21102  

Small roof
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 85 x 30 x 60 cm.

EDF21029  

Haxagon 1/2
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 120 x 30 x 52 cm.
Inner radius: 30 cm.

EDF21012  

Cube
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 60 x 60 cm.

EDF21014 
Big ramp
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 60 x 60 cm.

EDF21015 
Small ramp
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 60 x 30 cm.

EDF21005  

Big base
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 60 x 60 cm.
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF21047  

Short roll
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 30 x 30 cm. 

EDF21052  

Middle roll
Material: foam + artificial 
leather.
Measurements: Ø 30 x 60 cm. 

EDF21002  

Long roll
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 30 x 120 cm. 

EDF21001  

Long cuboid
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 120 cm.

EDF21050  

Small cuboid
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 60 cm.

EDF21049  

Small cube
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 30 cm.

EDF21048  

Short triangle
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 30 cm.

EDF21008  

Roll 60
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 60 x 60 cm.

EDF21057  

Mini roll
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 15 x 60 cm.

EDF21051 
Middle triangle 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 30 x 30 cm.  

EDF21003 
Long triangle 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 120 x 30 x 30 cm.  

EDF21045 
Long half-roll 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 120 x 30 x 15 cm.  

EDF21006 
Small circle
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 60 x 30 cm.
Cutout: Ø 30 cm.

EDF60021 
Small bow
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 60 x 30 cm.

EDF60022 
Big bow
Material: foam + artificial 
leather.
Measurements: 60 x 60 x 60.

EDF21007  

Big circle
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 120 x 30 cm.
Cutout: Ø  60 cm.
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velcro

foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF012 
Foam set ANIA
Set contains 9 shapes (2 x triangle, 2 x rectangle, 2 x tunnel, 
2 x tower, square). When stored in the cover, it can serve as a 
mattress.
Material: foam + artificial leather.

Variability:
- foam set 

- small mattress 200 x 80 cm
- large mattress 200 x 160 cm

aeroplane

gate

castle

wall

obstacle 
race

chairs

house
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDFM099 
Vaulting box with mattresses
Contains 4 parts and 2 mattresses, which can be con-
nected to the vaulting box thanks to velcro system.
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Vaulting box measurements: 90 x 70 x 85 cm. 
Mattresses measurements: - 100 x 90 x 7 cm
                                             - 70 x 90 x 7 cm.

EDF099 
Vaulting box
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 70 x 85 cm (LxWxH). 

Vaulting box
Contains 4 parts. 
Adjustable height.

velcro
system

velcro system
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF100 
Foam set ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Set contains:
set of mattresses Atlas (EDF032) - 1 pc,
wedge Atlas (EDF028) - 1 pc,
stairs Atlas (EDF025) - 1 pc,
slide Atlas (EDF026) - 1 pc,
wave Atlas (EDF027) - 1 pc,
tunnel Atlas (EDF029) - 1 pc,
roll Atlas (EDF030) - 1 pc,
cube Atlas (EDF031) - 1 pc.

EDF999012  

Foam set CUBE 1
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 300 x 100 x 57 cm (LxWxH).

EDF999015  

Foam set SLIDE 2
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 300 x 100 x 57 cm (LxWxH).

EDF999013  

Foam set CUBE 2
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 300 x 100 x 57 cm (LxWxH).

EDF999014  

Foam set SLIDE 1
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 300 x 100 x 57 cm (LxWxH).
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

1. Wedge ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 100 x 50 x 50 cm (LxWxH).

EDF028  

EDF032 
Set of mattresses ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 100 x 100 x 7 cm (LxWxH).

EDF031  

Cube ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 50 x 50 x 50 cm.

2. Stairs ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 100 x 50 x 50 cm (LxWxH).

EDF025  

3. Slide ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 100 x 50 x 50 cm (LxWxH).

EDF026  

4. Wave ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 100 x 50 x 50 cm (LxWxH).

EDF027  

EDF030  

Roll ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: Ø 50 x 38 cm.

EDF029  

Tunnel ATLAS
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 50 x 50 x 50 cm.

set of 4
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

Folding mattres - hard
Material: foam + artificial leather.

EDF009T   180 x 120 x 5 cm 

EDF007T   180 x 60 x 5 cm 

EDF008T   180 x 90 x 5 cm 

EDF21025  

Folding mattress 4 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 240 x 60 x 7 cm. 

EDF21150 
Matrress 300
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 200 x 120 x 10 cm. 

EDF21023 
Mattress 100
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 200 x 60 x 10 cm. 

EDF12065 
Mattress 120
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 120 x 60 x 5 cm. 

Folding mattress - soft
Material: foam + artificial leather.

EDF009M   180 x 120 x 5 cm 

EDF007M   180 x 60 x 5 cm 

EDF008M   180 x 90 x 5 cm 

EDF21024 
Mattress 200
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 60 x 20 x 200 cm.
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foam program 
- made of durable foam and coated with artificial leather

EDF22602 
Corner pool 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Parts are connected thanks to velcro 
system. 
Foam thickness: 20 cm.

EDF22604 
Square pool 
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Parts are connected thanks to velcro system. 
Foam thickness: 20 cm.

EDF90901 
Corner mattress 90
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 90 x 90 x 10 cm.

EDF12121 
Corner mattress 120
Material: foam + artificial leather.
Measurements: 120 x 120 x 10 cm.

Plastic balls
500 pieces.

MGS60500 - 500 ks Ø 60 
MGS38500 - 500 ks Ø 38 
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